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WAN1'ED-·CLEAN, QUIET person to share house·
parti~lly furnished: front and back yard; garage;
washmg machine. 2 blocks from l\.1edical and Law

S;

Schools. Call255-5735.
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PERSONALS

SHE WON'T ACCEPT your calls or open you~;
letters··but she'll hear from you if you say it here. •
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04/28

ONLY 4 MORE issues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for the
next day's paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room lOS to
place your ad.
04/28
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Op!ical Company. 255·8736
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, _abortion. Right to Choose,

294-0171.

04/28

GENERAL CINEMA CO~P~ discount 'movie tickets
tfn
now available, SUB Bol'l Office. $2.50.
CONCBPTIONS~SOUTHWEST COMING so01l!

tfn

NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice

•

tea)··Bongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent off)-·c:igarette lighte~:s (20 per cent off).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All at Pipe &
Tobacco koad, 101B Cornell SE, M·F 8·6.
04/28

265-1164.

SE, 842·9100,
TYPING,

campaign work with "People for Pete Domcnici:~•

Call268-2476,

04/28

REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike C()op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117, 265·5170,
04/2-8
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
04/26
Beginners welcome. Near UNM. 266-9291.
FIJI MEN ARE loved by their little sisters, because
everybody knows that "Fijis' do it better." love1
Jon i-an oldie (but goodie?).
04/24
J1M L, DON'T DE sorry. It takes two to tango, or
wrestle. S.
04/24
ELECTION OF PRESIDENT. last Phi Alpha Theta
meeting, 3:30 pm F[iday, May 5, 1978; History
Department, Mesa Vista 1104.
04/28

BROTHER PATRICK MURPHY died ye51erday. A
week of mourning to follow. Send condolences c/o
SAE, \811 Mesa Vista.
04/24
GOING HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your lown7 Why not pick up some
discount movie tickets? They're good at any G.C.
theater in the U.S. for up to 1 yr. $2,50 at the SUD
Do~ Office.
tfn
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychiatrist
Dan Dansak, Physician for the mind, man for the
soul, on death and dying April 26, 1978, 7!30 pm,
Biology 100.
04/25
LOOK NOWHERE ELSE for personal service. Free
10 engraving. Free safety inspection. Low prices,
too! Water boUle with mount: only Sl.75. Nylon
backpacks: $1.00 off. Expert repairs. Richmond
04/26
Bicycle Supply. 266-1611, Kevin.

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATE STUDENTS: Pearl
Spcars·Gray of Oregon State University will be on
campus from 3·5 pm Monday, April 24 to Interview
students interested in graduate scudy. Oregon State
University offers e~cellcnt graduate study programs.
Contact George L. Sandoval, Department of
Financial Aid and Career Information. Mesa Vista
04/24
Hall South, for further information,
HUBBARD TESTING CENTER ofrers Free Per
sonality and I.Q. Testing and Evaluations. Church 01
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265·9544.
04/28
EVER WANTED TO RIDE in a wheelchair'? Come
to DOC's Spring Awareness Carnival on Monday
April 24 on the mall. Wheelchair races, obstacle
courses, and timed events for non-disabled persons.
Challenge your friends--enemies. Prizes, publicity,
and special SIS cash award.
04/24
THE PEOPLE NEED a lawyer too. Volunteers
needed for Jeff Bingaman Campaign, Democrat for
Attorney General. Call843-7712 or843-7713. 04/28
LISA MARIE BROTHER Love and bad Jack are
04/24
coming sooner than you think. KIT.
GOLDEN INN MEMORIAL Day Arts and Crafts
Fair/Flea Market. Want a booth? Contact C &. S
Promotions, 265·3665.
04/28
IT'S THE PLANETS for your dancing pleasure at
Ned's. dance •ti12am this week.
04/24
FINAL CLEARANCE AT the UNM Bookstore Sale-this week.
04/28

2.

TYPING243-5117.

04/28

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable rates. 298·7147.

04/26
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC Typing, After 6 pm,
883-7960.
04/28
RACKET STRINGING. $6. Guaranteed. Call Rick,

04/28

HOUSING

' WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking&
cleaning, you do the studying, 303 Ash NE, 243·2881.

04/24

ROOMY 1 BEDROOM fumished apartment, utilities
04/28
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898-1254.
2·BDRM, DEN, HOUSE w/FP, large yard, freshly
decorated. Renl nice! Near UNM/Bases, $325/mo.,
$12$ DO, 3825 Anderson SE. Call 256·9013 for
exclusive showing,
04/24
ROOMMATE WANTED BY May I. $145 includes
utilities. Looking for responsible, neat female to
04/24
share my house. Carole, 262-0506.
ROOMMATE WANTED MAY through August.

$75.00 monlhly. Call266-9222,

04125

FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old arter 3:00 pm
and some evenings in ·exchange for room and board.
Basement apt, separate entrance, close to University.
Car necessary, personal and work references
required. Call Landau'safler 8 pm, 255-2635. 04/28

2-BDRM HOUSE to sublet May 15-A.ug. I 5.
$225/mo. 266-8833,
tfn
EFFICIENCY. 1908 SILVER SE. Available May I.

Call265-2860.

04127

MINUTES TO UNM,_Iarge 2-hdrm, Shaded Yard,
kids, pets, $_135. Call262·175l, Valley Rentals, $30
fee.
04)28
BIKE TO UNM, impressive l·bdrm, private yard,
$60, Hurry! Call 262·175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
0412~

!·BLOCK TO CLASS, clean l~bdrm $80 half
utilities paid, Call262-1751, Valley Remais. $30, fee.

04128
VISITING FACUl,TY' SEEKING fully-furnished
home or apartment to rent June4-July 31. References
available, Write: Glicken, 2631 Bardith Ct.,
Lawrence, Kansas, 66044 or cal\913-841~2960. 04/l8

ROOMMATE WAI:'IfED MAY-AUGUST. Female, .
non-smokt!r, $80 pltfs utilities. 266-9011,

5.

FORSALE

WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR Family sleep better
if your home or apartment was protected from fire?
Bnmd new Vulcan smoke !lnd heat detectors plus
burglar alarm. Self-charging battery. Life-time
guarantee, Valued al $360, asking $190 or good offer,
MUST SELL. Call 883-8644 eves from 7-9 pm and
weekends.
tfn

OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minlmum 6.

Fir1ny, 256-1495.

04/28

DEPENDABLE. MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale. $30. Call 883·8644 eves from 7·9 and weekends.

tfn
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET-·Rommel's Afrika
Korps. Mint condition. Must sell. Asking $150. 243~

2368.

04128

MICHELIN TIRES ALl under $5, Bicycle parts and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,

265-5170,

Call255-2921,

1966 VW FOR SALE. Good engine. New tires, $500.
04/26
881-1832 afternoons, 268·2756 evenings,
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
10-speed tune-up $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,

268-3949. •

04;28

r-F-

Polls will be at:

04/28

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.

Call PENM 842-5200.

tfn

9:00Gm-5:00pm

.PEUGEOT

• • • • • • • •

~~

,\ OA;'

••••••••••••••••
""':J.J...N\o p ed"'""~.j;j\..
· ~ .; "'
3222 Central SE 268-3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bicycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
BiLyvles-Mopeds-Vespa Scooters

025).

. 04/24

1972 HONDA CL350, GOOD ~ondition, $475,00.
Call 266·5 102 or 266·8320.
04/24

'74 TRIUMPH TR-6, $3400. 243-4601.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Three students elected to the
ASUNM Senate April 12 may be·
disqualified from taking office·
because they failed to submit
financial records of their campaign
expenditures to the Elections
Commission, said Patrice Tomasi,
head of the commission.
Charges of other alleged camviolations will be heard
at 4:30
the

04/28

1.50/hr. Ca11294·2064.

04125

RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager UStor-11 Corp. Weekends plus. Record keeping
()4/25
required, For appointment call266·8580.

COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR Co-ed

YWCA

Summer Day Camp. Men/Women. Must like
working with children and being in outdoors. 247-

884 t.

04/27

GRADUATING? HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hours of
History'? Invest in your career. Join Phi Alpha Theta
(History Honorary Society), Phi Alpha Theta Office,
Mesa Vista Hall 2076.
04/28
INSTRUCTOR NEEDED TO teach Disco' Dance.
$3.50/per hour. YWCA, Call Cathy, 247-8841, 04/28

0

0

0

7.

TRAVEL

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
passes for sale. Canterbury Chapel, 425 Unviersity

NE, 247-2515.

04128

CHARTERS ARE SMARTER! lntercontinemal
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE. 255-6830, 265~
9860. Open 9 am- 9 pm.
04/28
RIDES AND RIDERS available. Share gas and
driving, lTC, 265-9860.
04/2B

EURAILPASSES, BRITRAILPASSES, AND

OVERSEAS JOBS·-SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information~· Write: BHP Co, Box 4490, Dept, NB,
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
NEED MONEY? WE need you. 15 hrs: per week.

other suspected campaign improprieties, including advertising
violations and over-spending
charges, are to be addressed at the
hearing.
By ASUNM law, all campaign
expenditure statements from
individual candidates or groups are due to the Commission by April
19. As of Monday, April 24, the
Coalition ticket had not submitted
its
record to the

Kelly, Karen Alarid and Valerie
Ervin were all members of the
Coalition slate elected to office..
Suspected of over-spending on
their campaigns are New Mexico
PIRG and the Cultural Committee,
Tomasi said. Leonard Garcia, vicepresident-elect, said Monday that
he would be charged with posting
and over-spending violations. "I'm
pretty sure I can get the charges

Section 4 states: "Notarized
statements of campaign expenditures shall be signed by all the
candidates for the offices of the
ASUNM
Presidency,
Vice
Presidency and Senate and turned
in to the Elections Commission nd
later than one week after said
election and/ or prior to the
swearing in of the elected candictates."

Classlfleds
tt loco.t.d In mo.uon Ho.ll, Rm 105, op•n lh30o..m. to .f,30p.m.,

ffiondo..!l thtough Frida.!l,
Ro.tH ar•1 to run 0.1' o.d .( do.!Jt or l•11 coat• 15 c•nta o. word p~r do..Q1 a.n o.d plo.ced 5
dclys Ofmor• cona.-c:utlv.l,y co•" 9 c•ntl o. wo;d P•' 00!:1,
Noon la th• dt-adlln• to ~o.c• 011 o.d in nut day.

04/28

COPIES
Overnight
3%cea
4csameday
No Minimum

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

tification of the April 12 elections
would be complete on Monday,
April 24. Included on the Senate's
tentative agenda for its April 26
meeting is the swearing-in of the
newly elected senators. ASUNM
Law 5-6.5-77 states: "All senators
shall be sworn in by the Chief
Justice of the ASUNM Student
Court and assume the duties of
their office two days after the
certification of the results from the
General Election."

European summer event schedules available. NOW at
Intercontinental Travel Ct:ntre, 265-9860, 255-6830,

04128

New Mexico

LONDON, ENOLAND, $4 nightly Hotel. 68 Elms
04/24
Road, London SW 4. 622-6082.

8.

Today is the last day to
register for the June primaries.
'"1!1~liSirrafio,n booths are set up
1n..1rne north mali from 9 a.m.

DAILY

MISCELLANEOUS

SINGER FUTURA Top-of·the·linc. Slightly used but
still under warranty. Push button bobbin·winder,
blind h~ms, has hundreds of fancy stitches, Regularly
$800, now.$! SO cash. 296-5115,
04/25

~····· 4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 25. 1978

\-~~

:ulty cuts
, Special Ed

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. 344-6470
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04124
WANTED TO BUY used but not old 3 to 4 cu. ft.
under the counter type refrigerator. 345-4236. 04/26

0

Q

0

0

0

0

0

by DAVID SHAW

(1) 2 pes of fried
chicken (breast
and wing) w/ cole
slaw

(2) 2 egg foo-yung
w/ white rice
(reg. $1.55)

choice of one
$1.29

offer good thru April 29
4709 Lomas N.E. (next to S.I.C. Loans)
open 10:30 am to 7:30pm phone 265-7529
Student beekeeper Joe Westbrook removes horde

TODAY'S CBDSJWDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Shadow box
5 Plant ftber
10 Oyster stage
14 Maltctous
story
15 F~rst squad
2 words
16 Tramp
17 News bnef
18 Solar systern models
20 Electric control device
22 -----on:
Added
23 In this manner
24 Unpopular
guy
25 Come into

32
33

TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 88J.7787.
tfn
ROTOTILI.ING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates

2312 Cent. SE 268-85l5 .

04124

SKfiS CHEAP I pr. FisCher, I pr. Hart, lik~ new. 1
pr, San Georgie Boals, Size 10. All $60. 214 Cornell
SE, nights,
04/24
TRIUMPH 750, '73. Excellent mechanical condition.
04/24
Fast!1 I Best offer, 266·1 560,

view
28 Football ba-

QA TYPINd SERVICE. A complete. typing and
editorial system. Technical; general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
04/29
KtNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM se:leclric) and
hOw 3-minute f 1assport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn

KINKO'S

H-72, Artldo 2,

1972 VOLVO WAGON, new automatic trans,, AC,
59,000 miles. AM/FM, new tires, clean, $3300. 883·

Polls will open

La Posada
N.W. Campus

Claulfl•d Adnrtlalng

SERVICES

04/28 -

1972 TOYOTA CARINA. New interior, extra clean,
A/C, excellent MPG. $1295, 293-4389 after 6:00,

04/28

PART·TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday arid Saturday nights, Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply In person, no phone calls please. Save·WaY.
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE,

04/27

04/25

available. Call Tim, 268-6510.

19SB FORD 24 PASSENGER bus, partially con·
vcrled to camper. Bullt·in .;~bin~(s, stove, 2 propane
Hulks, john, stainless steel sink:>. New clutch; yalve
!._Db, battery, B81·4769 after 5.
04/28
1972 PINTO. GOOD condition, FM stereo, $800,

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
posllions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas _attendants,
cooks and counter personnel. Work 4 days and have4
days off, $2.65/hr. plus commission. Apply MondayFriday 10-4 or Saturday 8-11 at 136 Louisiana NE,

04/28

There wi II be Qn
'"'
ASUNm budget election rFtidQy April 28
~
S.U.B.

tfn

SUZUKI GT 350, 1969. 9000 miles. Windsllield,
bags, E;\ccllenl co11dition, $400, After 5 pm 344-2762.

LOST & FOUND

0295.

tfn

Like new. $90,00, Call John

4

35
36

FIND 'YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: MALE GOLDEN Retriever on campus.
04/24
Ca11277-3256 or 268-5279, ask for Meave.
LOS1': Tl SR-40 Calculator. Reward. Call Eric, 268-

3.

after 3:00.

04128

4.

HI LEONARD.
04/24
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for

04/24

TRANSCRIBINGu296~3138

BICYCLES!!! PREPARE FOR the Rio Grande
Valley Tour. This week's repair special is a must!!
FOr details, The Bike Shop 1 ~42·9100~
04/24

non.academic introduction to the Arl of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Doberman,
266-0863, afternoons/evenings, Begins early June.

Expert custom black-and·white processing, printing.
Fine-grain or push· processing of film. Contact sheets
or custom proofs. High quality enlilrgements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
prices, Advice if asked. A-Photographer, 265·2444,
04/28
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION; lD photos, lowest
prices in town. Fast..,. pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
04/28

04/25

GET YOUR TYPEWRITER re~--taired now at
Discount Prices. 881-4213.
04/28
BICYCLES!!! BEFORE YOU buy a bicycle. check
out our prkes & quality at The Bike Shop, 811 Yale

242-9366.

04/28
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!

single lady. $100 utilities paid, Come over afternoons
and evenings, :?:718 San Diego SE,
04125

SUMMER STORAGE FOR four g·oods, Bring this
ad for special $9,38 per monthS X 7 unit. 242-1100,
U~Stor-lt Corp.
0412~
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.

SUMMER fiLM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A

U4/28

2-BDRM HOUSE, Pool, fireplace, spa. Share with

Tl 58 CALCULATOR.
_at 277 59B8 after 9 pm.

-~~

38
40
41
43

sic
Article
Enter as a
debt
Jewish feast
Dishonest
riches
Full up to
here
Female
singer
Opponents
Less civil

mfr.
Iaior
50 Ennch
51 Overcharge·
Slang
52 Sports Sites
55 Followed
59 Art work. 2
words
61 Cabbage
62 Cupid
63 Irregularly
toothed
64 Noun ending
65 Precious
stones
66 Message
received
67 Exigency
DOWN
1 Instigate
2 Trail
3 Away from
the wind
4 Aloof
5 Ecstasies
6 U.S missile
7 Forie: Slang
8 John: Gaelic
9 Kind of med-

Items turned in to U police

UNITED F"ature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

45 Orig egpt.
4& Adornments
48 W. Hem. dtc-

Group reorganizes lost and found
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A group of ~~udents who lost
artir:ies iasl year are trying to
improve the lost and found system
on the University campus.
Ken Hutton, a senior speech
communications major, said
persons who lose an item on the
UNM campus should immediately
report the loss to University Police.
Persons who believe they have
recovered a lost item should also
take the item to University Police,
1821 Roma NE.
Hutton said, "The system is
good, the breakdown is with the
people. The student group is trying
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mate

RF
39 Bridge
Lizard
player
Armored ve- 42 Means of ashicles
cent
Hernng-like
fish
44 Surprise atPredestined
tack
A1 lace val- 47 Skip ------:
ue: 2 words
Bill collector
Prefix for
45 Uttered
barbitol
51 Selected
Bombards 52 Plunder
Disciple of 53 Harmless
54 Iota
Sl. Paul
Blockhead 55 Hard work
On no occa- 56 Shrink
57 In addition
sian
Prefix for
58 Conveyance
phone
document
Revealed
60 Mountain:
LF. CF. and
Prefix

13 Horned ----:
19

21
24
25
26
27

28
29
30

1cine
31
10 Chained
11 Pig llesh
34
12 Irish Rose's 37

•

All that Jazz
to be in Fall

The department of music has
added a Jazz History course for the
Fall.
Jazz History (Music 172) will be
offered on Monday and Wednesday
at 10:00 a.m. in room B-117 of the
Fine Arts Center. The course
carries two (2) hours credit and
surveys jazz from its beginnings to
the present day. Large jazz ensembles and small combos will
perform for the class illustrating
various styles and what the jazz
performer is attempting to accomplish.
The course will be taught by
William Wood, instructor of music
theory and composition and
William Rhoads, chairman of the
department of music. Both men
have had extensive experience in the
jazz area.
The course is open to all students
of the university and is not limited
{'!
'
•
to music maJors.

to discourage people from turning
over items they have found to
department secretaries and personnel other than the police."
He
said the department
secretaries and personnel do not
turn over items found immediately
to the police.
The student group is publicizing
in the Campus News and KUNM.
The effort has been endorsed by
Berry Cox, director of the UNM
Police and Parking Services.
Alex Roybal aL the Campus
Police said, "There isn't any set
ruling making the police the lost
and found department. However,

we

do

accept lost and

found

items.''
Items can be turned in 24 hours a
day, they can be claimed during the
hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
At Campus Police there are
boxes of keys, books, eyeglasses,
jewelry, and clothing. Some people
never bother to check for their
items. At the end of t_he year unclaimed items such as eyeglasses are
donated to the Lions Eye Bank,
clothing to St. Vincent DePaul or
Goodwill, books are given to the
library, and magazines are given to
the hospital.

The special education department faculty has voted to phase out the
department's undergraduate program for teacher certification in special
education.
•
The department placed a hold on the screening process to the teacher
education program for those students majoring in special education. The
graduate co-ordinator, Dr. Glen Van Etten said, "If the students want
certification, they must come back for their Master's degree."
The move was in response to state requirements by the Board of
Education for dual certification of teachers of handicapped children. The
assistant dean of Student Affairs John Rinaldi recommended that students
screen into the elemetary or secondary education programs in addition to
the course work of special education classes.
The graudate co-ordinator, Dr. Van Etten said the vote of the faculty
was a coincidence with the Board of Education requirements. He said,
"We usually try to stay ahead of the state Board."
The College of Education has been getting pressure from the state Board
of Education, Rinaldi said. Assistant Dean Rinaldi said, "Small districts
often have a few handicapped kids one year, and none the next year. If
they have a tenured special education teacher the school is stuck."
Dr. Van Etten disagreed. He said, "We were unable to train in specific
areas because of the number of students enrolled. We thought we could do
a better job of training at the graduate level. Also, we wanted the students
to do work at the elementary or secondary level first."
Dr. Van Etten said the College of Education and the state Board of
Education were moving in the same direction. He said, "Many school
systems prefer a teacher with dual certification. It is required because it
provides the students with a better chance for a job."
Dr. Van Etten said, "There is no guarentee a student will be admitted to
the Master's program. We are not bound by the minimum 3.0 requirement.
We have additional requirements for our department."
The changes in the program will not be that noticable," said Dr. Van
Etten. "We don't anticipate any big deal about it;"
Dr. Henry Pepe said the special education department will continue to
offer the same courses except the student-teaching course work will be
eliminated. He said the pre-teaching course will be used. Also, the minor
through the College of Arts and Sciences will stay a part of the program.

Wheelchair course proves formidable
in Disabled on Cam us carnival
by JOHN IHRIG
Multi-colored balloons helped
mark the Spring 1978 Awareness
Carnival held by UNM's Disabled
on Campus on the campus mall
Monday from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.
UNM faculty, staff and students
were encouraged to particiate in
obstacle course runs, speed races
and time events - all while using
manual wheelchairs as the mode of
transportation.
Leslie Donovan, Disabled on
Campus president, said· the event
was designed to involve- those on
campus in all facets of disabled life.
$15 grand prizes went to .Doug
Campbell for his time of 1:23
around the obstacle course in the
men's division, and to Beth Bayton
for her time of 1:42 in the women's
division.
The course, made up of beer cans
to be negotiated and pathways to
descend and scale, proved too much
for some.
"How do you steer thi:; damn
thing,'' Was an often heard epithet
yesterday afternoon.
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Photo by Debbie Levy
James Fisher whe!!ls during DOC Awareness Day
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Judge says 'SOn of Sam' suspect capable
l§ to stand trial for .44-caliber slayings
»
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NEW YORK (UP!) - Son of
Sam suspect David Berkowitz
Monday was ruled mentally fit to
stand trial next month for the
murder of Stacy Moskowitz, the
last of six victims in the .44-caliber
killings that terrorized this city for a
year.
State' Supreme Court Justice
Joseph Corso, who made the ruling
following several days of hearings,
· set May 8 for the beginning of the
trial in Brooklyn.
Following the decision, defense

attorneys Ira J ul.tak and Leon Stern
said they would plead Berkowitz
innocent by reason of insanity.
Berkowitz, in early court hearings,
had said he wanted to plead guilty.
Stern and J ultak said that once
they have exhausted their
preemptory challenges during jury
selection, they would file a motion
asking that the trial be moVed from
Brooklyn. A' previous motion for a
chance of venue was denied. by a
staff appeals court ..
"It would be most difficult

PREGNANT
AND
DISTRESSED?

Reach for hope
call247-9819

WESTERN'S
THEONE•.

The one that will help
you earn money during this
school vacation.
The one that lets you
work when you want, where
you want, and for as long as
you want.
The one that lets you en·
joy the freedom that tempo·
rary work offers during vaca·
tions, quarter or semester
breaks, and when you have
free days in your school
schedule.
The o.ne that thoroughly
evaluates your ski'! Is and abil·
ities. You're carefully as·
signed to temporary jobs
that are right for you ... and
Western has 300 different
job categories.
Drop in to a Western of·
fice and register ... there are
140 across the nation. We'll
show you how Western can
be Number One for yott.

Judge Corso, in his six-page
decision, said "a preponderance of
evidence" established that "the
defendant does not as a result of
mental disea1e of defect lack
capacity to understand the
proceedings against him or assist in
his defense."

•

Hanna; who reports May 8 to the
prison camp at Maxwell Air Force
Base, Ala. where former Attorney
General John Mitchell had been
imprisoned, later told reporters he
knew Bryant would impose a prison
term.
"Can you imagine what you
people would be writing if he'd
given me probation~ 'Judge Gives
Congressman Slap On Wrist!" said
Hanna.
Hanna could have received five
years of prison and a $10,000 fine
on the conspiracy count. Bryant did
not assess a fine.

GSA
Student
Research
Allocations Committee final
meeting will be May 1 to consider
all proposals for summer projects
at that time. Forms are available in
the GSA Office.

Patty Hearst's conviction appeal
rejected by U.S. ·Supreme Court

Wagon Wheels Square Dancing
club meets for Fiesta, Thursday,
April 27 at 7 p.m. in the SUB
ballroom. Everyone is welcome.

SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) - The U.S. Supreme
was working off-duty as her bodyguard. Her purse,
Court's action Monday in refusing to hear Patricia
with $400 inside,- was stolen from Shaw's v'an while it
Hearst's appeal of her bank robbery conviction could
was parked outside his home in the coastal comm4nity
mean an end to the near-normal life she has led since
of Pacifica south of San Francisco.
she was freed on bail17 months ago.
Hearst and her family declined any comment on
But her attorneys indicate they aren't finished yet
Monday's Supreme Court action, and reporters who
with their efforts to keep her out of jail.
.
went to the Hillsborough home were met by a closed
Hearst, 24, was freed on $1 million bail several
gate and a guard.
weeks after a federal jury found her guilty of taking
In Boston, attorney Albert Johnson, who has been a
part in a San Francisco bank robbery 10 weeks after
key member of her defense team since shortly after her
she was kidnapped by the Symbionese Liberation
arrest in September 1975, said further legal steps
Army in 1974.
include petitioning the surpreme Court to reconsider
She has been under constant guard by a private
the case and asking the U.S. District Court in San
security company because of fears of threats on her
Francisco for a reduction in her seven-year sentence.
life, but has really travelled throughout the state,
Both these steps could mean further delay returning
including Hearst family estates at San Simeon and
Hearst to prison, and a reduction in · a sentence
·near the Oregon border.
possibly could mean she would not return to jail at all.
NEW YORK (UPI) -Time Inc.
She
has
often
been
seen
shopping
in
communities
Hearst
had been jailed 14.. months without bail until
announced Monday it will begin
in
the
fashionable
San
near
her
parents'
home
was over.
her
trial
republishing Life magazine on a
Francisco
suburb
of
Hillsborough,
where
she
has
"We were gravely disappointed the Supreme chose
monthly basis in October.
spent much of her time.
not
to hear Miss Hearst's appeal, since we felt it
Time Inc. officials said the new
Late
last
year,
Hearst
was
romantically
linked
to
presented
grave issues of a constitutional nature
Life, like the old one, will be
Bernard
Shaw,
30,
a
San
Francisco
policeman
who
regarding
the
right to a fair trial," Johnson said.
devoted prUnarily to photojournalism, with ··•a few articles and
columns." It will sell on newsstands
for $1.50 a copy, with annual
subscriptions costing $18.
Hedley Donovan, editor-in-chief
of Time Inc., said Life's domestic
advertising circulation base is
WASHINGTON (UPI) - State Jewish activist who has been imThompson is serving a 30-year
expected to be 700,000 a month.
Department
officials
Monday
prisoned
for
13
months.
at Lewisburg, Pa. Federal
sentence
The familiar red-and-white logo
prepared
to
release
a
convicted
East
Other
discussions
were
under
Prison,
and
a decision on his ap·
on the cover will be enlarged, but
German
spy
as
part
of
a
threeway
regaridng
more
possible
plication for parole is schedled to
otherwise identical to that which
graced the front of 1 ,864 weekly nation prisoner exhange, amid talk prisoner trades, State 'Department be made May 4. He is expected to
be released then, or possibly
issues from 1936 through 1972, of a deal to free jailed Soviet officials said.
dissident
Anatoly
Shcharansky.
The
Thompson-Van
Norman
sooner.
when it ceased pup[ication.
An East German lawyer was exhange would complete a threeState Department spokesman
Officials said the decision to
republish the magazine was par- schedule to fly to Washington this nation swap that began when Miron Tom Reston said the release of
tially based on the sales success of week to negotiate final details of an Marcus, an Israeli citizen, was Marcos was tied to an "agreement
the five Life special annual reports exchange of Robert G. Thompson, released along the Mozambique in principle" on the trade of
Thompson for Van Norman.
between 1973 and 1977, which they who has served 12 years in a U.S. border Sunday.
"It was a 2 for 1 deal, which is a
said were published with "relatively prison for leaking military data to
the Soviets, for Alan Van Nor- novelty in that business," said an
"If there are no unforeseen lastlittle promotion."
aide
to
Rep.
Benjamin
Gilman,
Dmann,
a
Minnesota
college
student
minute circumstances, Thomspon is
"We are confident there is an
important audience and market for imprisoned in East Germany since N. Y ., who helped negotiate the expected to go to East Germany at
a new monthly Life rededicated to last summer fo trying to smuggle a trade. The aide said East German the conclusion of his parole."
diplomats in Mozambique ap- Reston said. Reston said Vogel was
the best ·in photojournalism," family out of the country.
Lawyer
Wolfgang
Vogel
also
was
parently exerted influence on that coming to Washington, at Gilman's
Donovan said.
At its peak, Life had a circulation expected to propose a private effort nation to free Marcus as part of the · invitation, "To discuss a variety of
to win freedom for Shcharansky, a deal.
subjects," including the Thom8. 5 million a week.
pson-Van Norman exahange.
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Dr. H2mm~! w!!! present a
colloquium on an ethnological
topic at 4 p.m. in room 178 of the
Anthro.. building. Admission is
free.
The Student Publications Board
will have a meeting Thursday, April
27 at 3:30p.m.

iIIl
'

Dissident may be included
in three-nation prisoner exchange

"I can state categorically that no
discussions are taking place for an
exhangc for Mr. Shcharansky," he
said. ''nevertheless, we do have a
humanitarian interest in what
happens to Mr. Shcharansky ... I
cannot rule out the possibiltiy that
Mr. Vogel may raise the subject of
Mr. Scharansky.'

Professor Eugene Hammel,
Department of Anthropology,
University of California at
Berkeley,
will
discuss
"Experimental History" at 8 p.m.
in Biology, room 100. The lecture is
sponsored by the ·anthropology
department. Admission is free.
:.

Life gets
.new/ease

UNm BOOKSTORE SALE! UNm BOOKSTORE SALE!

A free class in 'cardiopulmonary
resusitation will be offered twice
daily from 9 a.m. to noon and from
l p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student
Health Center room·220 from May
15 to May 19. Call 277-3136 for
enrollment.

The Militant Forum Series will
present ''The Case Against
Terrorism" on Friday, April 28 at
7:30p.m. at 108 Morningside NE.

TEMPORAltY SERVICES, INC.
ao !<JUII oppolturlrty Ml~loy~~- i'rllltfjema!<!!

~·

!

Monday through Frfday every regular week of
the Unfvcrslty year and weekly during the Summer scs.don by the Board of Student
Public:i,tlMs of lhe University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM,
Second cla.~s llOstage paid at Alhuqucrqtlcj New
Mc:t:ioo 87131. Sttbscrlptfon rate is $10.00 for
the academic year.
'I'hc o)Jfnions exptcs~ed on the editorial

West e· r n
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hearing, Berkowitz said "Sam"
was his 64-year-old neighbor, Sam
Carr, who, through his dog, ordered him to kill to quench his
thirst for "young blood."

World·News

•. ,,.

0

year-old Donna Luria and ended
July 31, 1977 with the slaying of
Moskowitz, 20, as she sat in a
parked car with her boyfriend.
Berkowtiz was arrested 10 days
lafer outside his suburban Yonkers
apartment.
During the infense hunt for the
killer'· police and newspaper
columnist Jimmy Breslin received
cryptic notes that made references
to ''Son of Sam."
At the time of his aerrest and
later at his first competency

CAMPUS .BRIEFS

~----------------------------~

Hanna convicted
in Park scallilal
...
WASHINGTON (UP I)
Former Rep. Richard Hanna, D.Calif., apologizing for accepting
payoffs in th·e Korean bribery
scandal but saying Congress has
taken a "bad rap" in the case, was
sentenced Monday to 6 to 30
months in prison.
"I apologize," Hanna told U.S.
District Judge William Bryant in a
broken voice. "I apologize as a
lawyer, as a person who held public
office. I hope in some way t() atone
for what I have done, whatever
years I have left ... "
Hanna, 63, left the words
hanging.
Bryant then sentenced him for a
single conspiracy charge.
Hanna pleaded guilty March 17
to accepting more than $200,000 in
a conspiracy to use his office to
help South Korean rice agent
Tongsun Park - who is accused of
influence peddling in Congress.

impossible to get a fair. trial in
Brooklyn because of pre-trial
publicity," said Jultak, who added
that he did not believe an impartial
jury could be found anywhere in
the country.
Berkowtiz, a 24-year-old former
postal worker, is accused of killing
six young people and wounding
seven others in a series of nighttime
ambushes with a .44-caliber
"Bulldog" revolver.
The terror spree. began July 29,
1976, with the Bfonx killing of 18-

Las Campanas will honor new , A project designed to help people
members and the four educators of make public buildings more acthe month at a potluck dinner on cessible to the handicapped is
Sunday, April 30, 1:30 p.m. at the· underway at the UNM School of
Cantebury Chapel.
Architecture and Planning.
One of the highest honors the
Entitled "Accessibility for the university bestmys on its faculty
Latin Disco; Salsa, Cumbias, Handicapped: A Self-Evaluation members goes this year to Dr.
Latin Jazz, dance contest, win free Technique for public Buildings," Henry C. Ellis, chairman of the
records. Friday, April28 at 9 p.m. the project is being supported with psychology department, who has
at the UNM SUBway Station. a $10,950 National Science been selected to deliver the 1978
Tickets are $2 per person.
Foundation grant and is intended to. research lecture.
serve as a national pilot project.
""Ridin'g Easy 'in the Harness,"
The project is being conducted by
Ellis' selecfion recognizes ·some
will be the topic of a lecture by a team of UNM students under the 20 years of research into human
Thomas A McClain, C.S.B., of advisement of Professor Wolfgang· memory, UNM President William E.
Chicago, Ill, today at 4 p.m., room Prieser of the UNM School of Davis said. The lectureship also
231 of the SUB.
•
Architecture and Planning.
carries a $500 monetary award.
"Laws have been passed and
The Craft Shop offers basic standards written to make buildings
Ellis, who has been a member of
instruction of photography, jewelry · accepsible to and useable by the the UNM faculty since 1957, will
and ceramics free to stud.ents. Open handicapped,'' said Catherine R. speak on "Strategies and F1exibility
10 to 9 Monday through Thursday Gray, student project leader. "But in Human Mern ory" at 8 p.m. May
and 10 to 5 Friday.
many, of these laws and standards 8 in Rodey Theatre in the UNM Fine
are too often ignored or Arts Ceriter. The lecture is free to
Agora is spoasoring · a talk by overlooked, primarily because they the
public.
psychiatrist Dan Dansak· on death are not understood."
and dying Wedmisday at 7:30 p.m.
She said the main objective of the
How people encode and retrieve
in Biology room I 00. .
project "is to develop and test a
Skydiving demonstrations will be self-evaluation techniques enabling information in their minds, why
held at the. Johnson Gym practice untrained persons such as building they forget and how memory
field Friday, April28, at noon.
owners or facility administrators to distortion processes work all have
evaluate their facilities in terms of received attention from Ellis.
, Jim E. Morel will present "A accessibility requirements for
"Actually," he said, "we never
Generalized Quadrature Technique handicapped user groups."
really
forget anything. It's just that
for Solving the Transport
Gray said the UNM team will
Equation," today at 2 p.m. in the attempt to develop a technique that some pieces of informati<Yn are
Farris Engineering Center, room doesn't require extensive or special more difficult to recall than others."
303.
training in order to be used effectively. Cost will also be a
Because he is one of a small
The Society for Creative consideration.
of memory specialists in .
number
Anachronism and the Albuquerque
The project will be conducted in the nation, Ellis has frequently been
Crafts Guild will hold the second f(Jur phases including a. survey,
annual Medieval Faire April 28, 29 field research, testing and a final called as an expert witness in court
and 30 at the First Plaza Galeria assessment phase.. "Handicapped cases where identification of
suspects is critical to the case.
(rom 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Admission persons will be involved in virtually
is free.
all phases," Gray added.
Ellis, who became chairman of
Due to high costs and lack of psychology in 1975, is chairman of
trained
personnel,
current the National Council of Departtechnique used in the evaluation of ments of Psychology and also is
facilites "make building ac- president of the Southwest
cessibility difficult for building Psychological Association.
owners and oeprators to acby ED LOPEZ
complish, she said. Past techniques
New Mexico residents thinking have mainly been limited to
about applying to graduate schools checklists.
A second objective of the
out of state may be able to save
project,
she said, "is to identify and
large amounts of money by taking
analyze
potential gaps or conflicts
advantage of the Fellows Program
in
existing
regulations and
of the Western Interstate Comguidelines
concerning
accessibility
mission for Higher Education.
The program provides op- for the handicapped.''
Gray said she believes the success
portunities for state residents to
of
the project can make a "real
enroll at resident-tuition rates in
on the mobility of the
impact"
selected graduate programs not
available in New Mexico, but handicapped people in the country.
Other UNM students working on
available in other western states
the
project include Deborah Heath,
cooperating in the program.
a
medical
student; Susan VanAtta,
Interested students should
contact Fred Chreist, WlCHE an industrial arts education
Certifying Officer, Scholes Hall,. student, Liz Fish and Jody
Johnson, architecture students.
Room 108.

Fiesta Booths are still available to
student groups. Rates are: one day
$15, two days $25. Groups who
want a booth should atten<;l the
Fiesta Committee meeting Tuesday
in the SUB at 1 p.m.
Fiesta Committee Clean-lip needs
workers. Two nights, 2-3 hours
$2.65 an hour. If interested attend
Fiesta Committee meeting or cal!
Joe at 277-5656 and leave your
name and number.
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A new comprehensive anthology
of poetry, prose, photography and ~
drawings by contemporary Native ~·
American writers and artists from 0
throughout . the U.S. is · being lt
):.:
prepared by the coordinator of the '<
University of New Mexico Native @
American Studies Progrl\m.
_o
"The Remembered Earth," >
edited by Geary Hobson, will be ~
published in July by the Red Earth t;:
Press of Albuquerque and will -_
feature works by more than 60 :S
Native Americans representi11g 40 00
tribes. Hobson, a lecturer in the
UNM English department, has
written fiction, poetry and essays.
for numerous magazines.
"Except for a 1974 anthology by
Duane Niatum," Hobson said, my
look will be the only·contemporary
anthology of Indian literature
edited by a Native American. And
mine is different from Niatum's
because it will contain many more
writers."
He said ·the book will be
predominantly Southwestern in
focus and will contain works by
many new writers as well as
established authors such as Leslie
Silko, Scott Momaday and Simon
J. Ortiz. Lesser known writers who
will appear in the book include
Genevieve Yazzie, Luci Tapahonso
and Veronica Riley.
"The heavy Southwestern input
is to be understood," Hobson said
"because this is where about 80
percent of the nation's Indians are.
The book will be divided into four
sections, which is symbolic of the
Indian method of praying in four
directions. Each section will be
prefaced by a writer from that

area."

Sleeping Bags (Discontinued Models) 25% OFF
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SALE:
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Grad schools
offer rates

CAMP7

A roomy 4-season Mu:mmy
32 oz. Prime Goose Down

SALE

8 169:oo

8126.75

179.50"

134.75

High Country

134.50
145.50

100.00
109.00

Arete
DuckDown-SuperLt. Wt.
(2lbs. 5 oz.) 15°Rating

114.00
122.00

85.50
91.50

Hut Sleeper- Two Only
134.00
Rectangular Bag opens to make a quilt

100.00

CAMP7 A durable 3-seasonDown Bag

•I

Reg. Price

'I

CAMP7

Base Camp
Roomy 4-season semi-rect. bag ·
Eureba Tents Mt. Katadin
2-man, Two only

CAMP7

191.00

143.25

83.25

62.00

lYlOUHTAlHS

at the

ANO

RIVERS
2320 Central, S.E. 268-4876
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 9-5

.,

z
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General Store
111 Harvard S.E.
8117 Menaul N.E.

266-7709
296-5039
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Parking questions

~Editorial
Becomlng aware

Q

.

~

One _must question the "good" behind the new parking recommendatiOns. It certainly isn't for the good of the students faculty and
staff.
'
T~e proposal is said to dispense with all free parking, raise student
park1!"g fees_ to, $36 from $27 as well as a substantial rise in faculty fees.
('-nd 1f .$150 1sn t enough for a reserved parking space, that too is being
Increased to an uncomfortable sum of $250. And that certainly isn't
go~d for our ~ocketbooks. Parking shouldn't be a commodity. After all,
we re not buymg Park Place in a game of Monopoly.
·
O~e may. wonder how all this will improve the parking situation. It
won t. Parkmg spaces aren't being added, they're just more expensive.
!he~ say the _money will go to pave the free lots. That's an expensive
JOb If done nght a~d furthermore it will take away parking places.
Students m~ke ma.xtmum use of every bare spot of soil in the north lot .
to ~ark the1r vehicles. With uniform parking hundreds of present
parktng spaces would be eliminated.
·
Outside of paving expenses, where would all that extra revenue go?
W~ll, it's conceivable that they would need to employ more meter
matds and m~ybe c_reate more administrative posts, such as the
proposed. pubh_c relations position for the handy parking information
booth whtch Will only push bureaucracy to a higher level. Money would
also.
needed . to buy more parking stickers, pamplets and immobilizers: Th~ City of Albuquerque would also profit from the deal, as
more parkmg tickets would be issued causing a steadier .flow of checks
and money orders to the city at the expense of the UNM community.

The Disabled on Campu~ sponsored "Awareness Day" yesterday on
the mall and those "able" who participated walked away aware.
Members of DOC: challenged the LOBO staff to participate in a timed
obstacle~ course "run" in wheelchairs. It was truly an experience.
It must be frustrating at first to be confined to a wheelchair and to
learn to live your life around a disability. Even getting around on an
obstacle course for less than five minutes gives one a taste of what it's
like- but only a taste.
·
On this awarenss day, the roles were finally reversed-the disabled
were consoling and cheering the able who had trouble with the race. It
was like watching a child comfort his crying mother or a dog licking the
face of his whimpering young master. We, the able,. were trying to
adjust to the world in which the physicaly handicapped live as they have
for so long tried to adjust to the world we "abl!iJ" live. The only difference this time was, the disabled were encouraging the able.
Our social upbringing has dictated that we should pity and single out
the disabled. But yeSterday there was no call for pity-it was the last
emotion one would have felt. The hani:licapped are strong, well.adjusted people; we may have the mobile arms and .legs, but they have
learned to live without them. In their place, the disabied have developed
the insight, the stamina and the just plain guts to view the world more
objectively and more charitably than their "able" counterparts. They
illustrate many facets of living that those of use who take the world for
granted may never hope to experience. Despite their handicaps, they
have decided to live and not to resign themselves to mere existence.
One so-called able person was penalized because she neglected to
wheel around the empty cans delinating part of the obstacle course;
she also had to be drawn up the last portion of the race course via a
lassoed rope. Her only recourse would have been to get up and walk.
That person was me; and I can now empathize-not sympathize-with the inconviences of the disabled. That's what it
ultimately boils down to for them-inconviences. Not insurmountable
handicaps, but handicaps they can learn to live with. They have put the
situation into perspective, realizing that their ability to function as a
total human being has not really been impaired by the fact that they ride
instead of walk.
The disabled we raced with yesterday afternoon· had a bright, healthy
outlook on the whole affair. They laughed and shouted loudly and were
anything but society's rejects. They are beautiful people.
We noticed that we could not distinguish between the disabled and
the abled when all were seated in wheelchairs. They were not the
cripples or jocks or dancers- they were just people. Awareness Day
served as a revelation for many of us; but by no means was a majority
of the campus enlightened. We hope the DOC continues their efforts to
inform the 'mobile public,' and that a larger segment of that public will
take notice.
While the able participants in yesterday's action may be commended
for their enthusiasm and perserverence, they, as well as those who let
awareness day pass them by without a second thought, could learn a
valuable lessOi'l about how our sometimes misled society works. The
disabled of the world have much to offer, intellectually and spiritually;
and the Disabled on Campus is one organization which not only serves
the handicapped as a social group, but serves the rest of the university
community by teaching us about living.

Paraquat, paraquat
'
Paraquat, ;paraquat, what's wrong with paraquat? That may be what
some of us have been asking lately, since questions have been raised as
to the validity of the reports that warn of the dangers of smoking
marijuana contaminated with the herbicide.
Now, a New Mexiqo Poison Center spokesman said the warning was
issued based on theoretical evidence. .
The original report said, "Considering the low dose chronic studies
done on animals, it appears that the oral administraion of marijuana
treated with paraquat probably creates little hazard."
It sounds like another example of someone jumping the gun of a notso-definite finding just to have something juicy to talk about.
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Definition
.of critic
Editor:

by Dej)bia Levy
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Letters

Male assertion

DOONESBURY
WeL, DUKE, IF
YeAH, HOIIJ
W£3 CAN'T DAAFT, ABOUT "lAVAWe MIGHT.45/1./Cl/.. lAVA" LENNY?
(j() 9IOPPIN6. GClT yOU FAMIU4R.
. ANY FRE&IIGeN15 turTH "LAVAyOU UK&?
tAlA's' a!Of?J<.?

Editor:
Last semester I took a required class for all dental hygiene and
nursing students, Speech Communications 221. The section I was in
was repeatedly told that grades would be determined by a natural break
curve. However, when grades were posted explanation for the gades
were as follows: the speech department is required to give 10 percent
A's, 15 percent, 30 percent C's, 25 percent D's and 15 percent F's. As a
result I received a lower grade than expected, along with half of the
class.
After a Christmas vacation spent trying to get some answers to this
policy, I was finally referred to a procedure called the grievance board.
This board is set up to liste11 to both sides of the story, the teacher's and
the student's.
Now five months have passed, I have spent countless hours along
with the help of dean of students trying to get my case heard by the
board. Meanwhile the teacher involved has threatened to sue me and
other students involved with the complaint.
Yesterday I was informed that to be heard by the board is actually
worthless because there are no set rules for the board and all that would
be clear after the case review is that the teacher and I disagree. As a
result I have wasted five months of my time and that of a dean, and the
teacher in question does not have to answer for his actions.
Therefore, a class of 75 students have no idea what happened to the
natural break curve and have no way to find out.
Bernapette Templain

I
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Editor:
We are very pleased with your policy to exclude sexist drawings as
"fillers" in your newspaper. Although we are not students, we read the
LOBO every day and are glad there are no more so-called "pressed
·
cheese" graphics.
We also really like the happy news that is now appearing on the cover
of the LOBO. I was particularly interested in reading that the
greenhouse is still open. We also were very disturbed to read that the
ducks were being raped at the duck pond. Another example of men
trying to assert themselves.
Thank you for informing us.
Ellen Jackson
Kate Berger

Explanation asked

You may wonder_if there is an ulterior motive involved here. The idea
m~y have been to discourage people from parking with the higher fees.
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In. order to insure. a truly representative student government 1 am
seekmg people to ftll committee positions from the general student
bo~y · I u~ge all st.Udentd to respond and accept the challenge of applytng the1r education.
. Positi~~s are available on the following ·committees: For further
tnforma~ton come to the ASUNM Offices, Suite 242, 2nd floor on the
South stde of the SUB.
'
Assistant to the President
Assistant to the Vice President
Attorney General
Budget Inquiry Board
Cooperative Bookstore Co'mmittee
Cultural Committee
Elections Commission
Radio Board
Senate Assistant
Speakers Committee
Student Standards & Grievances
Voter Registration Committee

Reading your critique of "The
Fantastiks" left a bad taste in my
mouth and a controllable urge to
maim your right hand. I don't
understand what makes you such
an
excellent
judge
of
prl(lfessionalism. Correct me if I'm
wrong; a professional always
criticizes in a discreet fashion,
reserves judgment, and exercises
tact whenever possible. In case you
are not familiar with the word tact I
went to the time and trouble to look
it up. It is defined as a keen sense of
what to do or say to keep good
relations with others or to avoid
offense. Obviously you lack a keen
sense and or any sense at all.
Did it ever occur to you that the
members of the.cast were acutely
aware their show wasn't the best
the University has seen? I doubt
seriously if you needed to twist the
blade. I'm not defending anyone
nor am I a member of the cast or
crew. I 'm just an outsider looking
in, sick to death of the insensitiveness of the LOBO and
associated writers. If you .don't
have anything good to write why
write anything at all? I can only
wonder how Ms Dixon would have
felt if the shoe were on the other
foot.
May I wish your hand the
speediest of recoveries and your
pen a quick and painless death.
Mark Adam

You are invited to hear a
Christian Science Lecture entitled

"Riding Easy In The Harness"
by ThOf!lS:S '!-·McClain, C.S-8. of Chicago, Illinois.
The public IS mvlted to attend lecture without charge

Tuesday, April25, at 4 PM in Room 231 of the SUB
Sponsored by the UNM Christian Science Organization

Summer Jobs

~;eglasses or, Contact ....enses

Earn $400 per month
work 30-35 hours per week

One day service, quality and
style at reaSonable cost

by Mimi Swanson, ASUNM president-elect

A prisoner's plea

Editor:
.
This letter is a request that you please print my name and address. in
your newspaper for the purpose of correspondence, as you see, I'm in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . p r i s o n . But please don't destroy or disregard my letter-read what I
have to say.
People in this world have so many ways of being cold-hearted and
unfair to a man in a penitentiary; it is doubled if he is a black man. But I
am just hoping now that you and the people on your campus are
LOBO edi1orllll phone 277-6656
somewhat different.
LOBO Editoriel Steff
My name is Michael Campbell. I'm 24 years old and I'm doing three
Editor-in-chief: Debbie Levy
M an&glng Editor: Colleen Curran
years in this state. I'm a very serious-minded person.
News Editor: Ama Poole
I have a good sense of humor, I'm broadminded and have a gentle
Campus Editor: J.B. Skenandore
Photo Editor: Jarrin Flsher
and understanding way to my overall personality.
Sports Editor: Ed JohnSon
I feel that everyone needs friends, at least I am certainly one who
Arts Editor: George Gwsne'r
Copy Editora: Mike 'Hoeft, Paul Scharr
does.
Ad Manag•r: Frank Salazar
I'm a writer by profession. I'm now into a book that 1 hope will be
EDITORIALS: U.-lgned editorial• repretent a majority opinion of 'the LOBO editorial board.
ready for publishing by June or July. I like meeting people and relating
AU other columns cnrtoon•, and lettera ropreeent the opinion of tho author and do not
OltC8SUfily raflec.t lhe yi'BWI bf ttl. ·~itorltll board.
in given situations.
.
LETTERS: Lett•r• to the editor must by typed and sfgnod by the eu:thor with tt.e author's
l'.m
from
New
Jersey
and
don't
really
know anyone here. I will fully
alognaturo-' oddress .,d telephone number, Lottora to the editor should be no longer lhlln 300
words. Onty tho name of the author will be Pfintod and names will not bo withheld. Aft letters
correspond with all who may wish to write and who do not mind having
that discuss issues wUi be printed.
pen pal in prison. To those I say, thanks for being a friend.
OPINIONS: Opinions muat be 1ypqd and signed with tho author's namo, afgnaturu, addreas
and tel~tphone numbe;. Opinions thould be no longur than 500 words. Only tho name of tho
My friends call me Mike.
author will be printed and nlllmea will not be withheld.
~
Michael Campbell
All au~miuloo1 b!u;Qmf! tho Pfoper1y of the Nnw Ma1eiDQ Dnily UlDO nnd will bn nditftd
only for length or poulbly libelous content.! f changos are mado. tho author will be con•
aoxA29538
tactod.
Dannemora, N. Y ,'12929

Th1s would ,then_ force many of them to use Albuquerque's transit
system. You ~ thmk t_here would be a better way.
Well there IS. In th1s world of "survival of the fittest" parking should
go under a first-come first-served basis. Under this system parking
W~:>tild _be free and it would eliminate some very expensive bureaucratic
operations such· as ~arking Services. It would eliminate the constant
threat of a meter matd and most of all it would eliminate parking tickets
and ?rrest warran~s which only hamper one's education. It is sad when
the 1ssu~ of par~mg ranks as a higher priority over academics and
community relat1ons. The new recommendations will only help the
bureaucracy and hamper the student. But that's nothing new is it?

To Rachel Dixon:

Fiesta Committee
Film committee
Intramural & Rec. Board
Legisla~ive Counsel
International Affairs
New Mexico Union Board
Popular Entertainment
Research and Consumer Affairs

Casey Optical Co..
(Next

t~or to

Can,t linnll .?mJ!.J

Lomas at Washington
• 255.63

openings in Albuquerque/Northern New Mexico
interviews will be held: Wed. & Thurs.,
April26 & 27, 9am or llam or I pm or 3pm
in the SUB second floor Rm. 253

Wow! Montezuma Snowblasfwith Fresca:
Cools off the gang.

Student Court
Health Center Student
Advisoty Board

Faculty Committees with Student Representation

.

Admissions & Registration
Housing Committee
Athletic Counsel
University Comm. on Human Subjects
Campus Planning Committee
Library Committee
Computer Use Committee
Scholarships, Prizes, Loans,
Continuing Education Committee
H. S. Relations Comm.
Curricula Committee
Tenure Review
General Honors Council

Classlfieds
Clcual_fl.d Adnrtlalng II loco.t.d In ffiatton Ho.lli Rm 105, op•n 8s30o.m. to 4:30 .m.

lllonda,y thtovgh ftlclo.y,

I'M NrJT Klf){)(NG I

p

'

. Ro.tH ar.t to tun an ad 4 dll.,Ya ot '"" coats 15 cwnb o. Wotd p•i day1 an ad plo.c•d 5
oo.ya 01 mot• cont•cutlv•ly coata 9 c•nta a. wo 1d pet do.y.
Noon Ia tho d•o.dlln• to ptace o.n ad In n•xt do.y,
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Over ice or snow add 1l/2 oz. of Montezuma equila, the Noblest
Tequila, to delicious Fresca. It's q chiller!

by Garry TrUdeau

©1978. 80 pro~f Montezuma Tequila. Distilled and bottled by Barton Distillers Import Co., New York, N.Y.

*Fresca Is a registered trademark of the Coca-Cola Company.
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Jill's Bakery going out of business Friday
but baker's union says strike will continue

I!

Despite the strike, graffiti is right.

4th St. N.W.

344-0445
Quality Plants
The Lowest Prices

On Sale: Latge Phllodendtons
Rubbet Plants
Ateca Palms

4501 4th St. NW

'

344-0445

10"/o Discount to UNM Sf1,1dents wHh ID

·UNM PRESS

I

~
~·
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Watch
for our
Big Ad
in the
Daily
Lobo

SPRING
BOOK
.SALE
Days Only
Monday, May 1
Tuesday, May 2

Photo by James Fisher

Agora counseling
helps with proble11Js
by DEBBIE PACZYNSKI
"I've bitten the erasers off ten pencils and smoked a pack of
cigarettes... I'll never pass my finals if I don't relax," or, "I have a hard
time meeting people, wish I knew a secret to help me out." These familiar
thoughts of many college students as finals approach.
Although there's no formula for conquering these and other problems
students' have.
Agora, UNM's pee~-counseling center, expanded their services this
semester to try to reach more students by providing relaxation and shyness
training groups and a speaker's series.
Four volunteer staff members from the organization and one undergraduate psychology student, under supervision of Agora's
professional director, John Jacobson, led the two ten-week groups.
The relaxation group focused on identifying causes of stress, body
awareness and relaxation exercises.
Although 35 students signed up, only ten participated in the group
because of space limitations. Evaluating the degree of relaxation achieved
through the group on a scale of I to 10, most members placed it at 8.
The shyness training group, like the relaxation group, placed similar
emphases on educating the members and arming them with tools to work
with in the real world.
Topics such as keeping a conversation going, assertiveness training,
body language, how to give and receive com.pliments were covered in the
shyness group.
In order' for Agora to provide more specialized information, a speakers'
series was also started.
Last month, Dr. Sam Roll of the psychology department spoke on "The
Dangers of Psychotherapy" to a standing room only crowd in the Biology
building.
Wednesday, April 26th at 7:30p.m. in Biology 100, Dr. Dan Dansak,
psychiatrist at the cancer research center will speak on "Death and
Dying."

UNM choral group performs
l~~ed
ge....
•

ldiHe~!!J:,"~~~..,~

to••'ard modern music

~:m!~~~~~ing

VVI

by MIKE HOEFT

by ANNA POOLE

Striking workers will continue
to picket Jill's Bakery even though
the management of the bakery has
announced.the store is going out of
business, said the union president.
"We will keep up the strike as
long as Jill's bakery products are
being sold," said Fred Gonzalez,
president of Bakery and Confectionary Workers Local351.
A spokesman for Jill's Bakery
said Friday was the last day of
production and employment for the
bakery's 45 non-union workers.
A bakery spokesman said the
store plans to sell bakery products
for three more weeks.
The spokesman said the strike,
which has been going for almost six
months, had no effect on the
decision to close.
"The bakery has closed due to
financial reasons," the spokesman
said. "Inflation and the rise in cost
of ingredients have hurt us the
most," he said.
Gonzalez said the union will wait
for recommendations from their
representative in Washington, D.C.
for their next move.
"It's quite certain we won't have
our old jobs back agian,'' Gonzalez
said. "However, we will be trying
to place our union members in
bakery jobs somewhere else."
The union strikers had been
waiting for a decision on a past
election dispute when the bakery
announced plans to close.
The election dispute was taken to
the National Labor Relations
Board after Jill's management
challenged the validity of 31 of the
104 ballots cast, Gonzalez said

UNM's traveling troubadors
disbanded last week for the
semester but auditions for next
year's Collegiate Singers are next
week.
The Collegiate Singers perform
like no other UNM choral group.
John Clark, director, said, "The
Collegiate Singers use music· that is
strictly for modern entertainment.
They use stage movements and they
don't look like the typical chorus.''
For next year, Clark said, the
group will make some changes. The
group will add five brass players.
With this c}].ange the Collegiate
Singers will have their music
arranged to include this combination. "However, we will not
use the brass exclusively, but they
will become an integral pail of all
of our performances," Clark said.
Collegiate Singers will have
about 33 persons in the ensemble
next year, Clark said,
Another change planned for next
year is the addition of Brad Holmes
as co-director. Holmes graduated
from UNM's department of music
and has toured the United States
with the Spurrlows, a professional
music group that has performed in
Las Vegas and Reno.
Clark said the Collegiate ""''o'"

Photo by Daniel Benyak

Landscapers work
on UNM buildings
by PENEWPEWRONSKI
The Cancer Research Center, the Learning R!!source Center, the State
Health Lab and the Children's Psychiatric Center on the north campus are
in the process of being landscaped.
Bob Johns, university landscape architect said, "The north campus has
been developing over the past eight to ten years. As long as the north
campus keeps developing the landscaping will continue."
UNM is spending $24,5000 for the improvements aided by $386,000 in
state funds.
Los Patios, landscape contractors, are installing a sprinkling system,
benches, boulders, bike racks and trash containers and are planting trees
which include Russian olives, Ponderosa pines and junipers around the
Cancer Research Center and the Learning Resource Center.
Tree Top Nursery is landscaping around the State Health Lab, while
Morrow and Worley are the landscape architects for the Children's
Psychiatric Center. The fmn of Barker and Bol are the architects for the
Children's Psychiatric Center.
Worley said, "When Barjker designed the buildings for the Children's
Psychiatric Center he utilized the land so that most of the existing trees
were incorporated into the plans."
Around the existing trees other trees such as sycamores, crabapples and
cottonwoods will be planted as weD as shrubs and vines on a trellis system.
The Children's Psychiatric Center will have a 50-foot by 80-foot
vegetable garden, a soccer field and play structures titled Moonhouse,
Castle and Turtle. There will be a bubbling fountain in the shape of a
·porpoise.
Worley said, "The Children's Psychiatric Center was started in January
and should be fmished sometime in June." He said the center will cover
about 10 acres and the children living in the cottages will be no older than
16 years of age.

Society taps
chemistry TA
by AURORA LAWRENCE
The first graduate student at
UNM selected educator of the
month is 26-year-old William
Dennis Dean, a teaching assistant in
the chemistry department's organic
laboratory. Las Campanas, the
junior honorary, chose him
educator for the month for May.
Las Campanas President Bill
McConnell said students chose
Dean because "Organic chemistry
lab sometimes can be a cut and
dried course, but Dean is so enthusiastic that he transfers his
enthusiasm to the students.
Dean said, "I enjoy teaching and
I try to bring myself down to the
students' level. A lot of teaching
assistants keep themselves aloof
from their students. As a result,
people make more mistakes in lab
just from the pressure they feel of
being stranger to the teacher.
"I talk to students as just another
person. That is the way I like to run
things. Students know my door is
always open.
"I wish they'd come to see me
even more often, because
sometimes they have problems l
don't know about until they hand
in their notebooks."
Asked if there were any changes
he would like to see in the organic
chemistry lab, the TA said, "I
would like to see a better schedule
for experiments. I think we should
have a couple of free labs after a
hard experiment, instead of
scheduling them after real easy
experiments.
Dean, who came to UNM in
1976, is working on his Master's
degree. He teaches three labs in
organic chemistry. He earned his
B.S. at the University of Arkansas
and said that his main interest was
in research.
When told he was the first TA to
be selected as an educator of the
month, the young graduate student
said, "It's very encouraging."

PoPEJOY

HALL

Important Announcement
To Student Patrons
The ASUNM Senate has reconsidered and
assigned reasonable support ' in its
new budget for cultural progran1s.
The Popejoy Hall Board has aggreed to
continue its discount policy of 75% off
on Subscriptions, 50% off on single event
sales if the proposed budget is approved
in the referendum Friday April28.

Please vote in a mood of
enlightened self-interest.

Cheerleader tryoput workshops begin Wednesday

r
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high school perMembers of the Collegiate :-;
Singers are in every class level from 0
freshman to graduate. "This last ~
year I had business majors and
biology majors as well as music t"'
majors. Music majors comprise less ~
than one third of the group," Clark p
said.
,;Holmes said, "It's a shot in the ;;L
arm for UNM to have different N
v.
majors represented in the singers .....
because after a performance at a ~
high school, the members of the 00
chorus can talk to interested
students about something other
than the music department."
"There seems to be a stigma
attached to performing groups. A
person can still be a fine musician
and want to be a doctor. This is our
hardest nut to crack ~the fact that
you can belong to Collegiate
Singers and not be a music major,"
.
'
Clark sa1d.
Each year the singers put on a
show titled "Spectacular." Next
year's show has been scheduled for
March 9 in Popejoy Hall. Holmes
described the Spectacular as "a
variety show which displays all the
talents of the group, but it differs
from a variety show because it is
completely
staged,
lighted,
choreographed and displays the
groups total talents.
Auditions for the '78-'79 season
will be May 3, 5, and 6.
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CB Guide for Jendetfoots

Whot Ever· Become Of.

~ CB Guide/Edwin Schlossberg and John Brockman/Bantam/342
p.t$1.50
.
6
By lEAD FOOT FLYNN
1§
Breaker, bre~ker this here's i.ead Foot tellin' y'all 'bout this here new
.::l

~
0
0

~
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i'l:
~

ot!i
~
~

•

bookcalled CB Guide. Got a copy?
This book'll come in handy if'n yer after some good equipment ·and
negatory onthe big price cuz it's a paperback and only $1.50. So if'n yure a
bootlegger or an ace, settle back with some fme Barley Pop and read a!!
'bout the latest gig 'round - Hillybilly opera houses.
Yessiree Bob, this here' book give y'all the low down on everything. It's
got yer basic guide to buying yer radio, yer basic glossary on CB ratchet
mouthing so's you can talk like this here: "Breaker, breaker this here's
Sassy Poppa on the peg up on ol' 44 haulin' a reefer and ready for some
action with a free ride cuz I just laid an eye on some fme seat covers."
Yep, this here books how y'all the ins and outs cifBig Daddy, namely the
FCC and all the lettuce you need for buying your radio rig. Back at ya's.
Y'all want to get the low down on converters, antennas, emmissions,
false signals? This book's a real big four Roger on all that and lots more,
come on. Y'all can even lam 'bout the thread in yer tin can so's you can
give ~hem truckers the info on smokey iJ! a plain brown wrapper with a
kodak.
Well, this is Lead Foot. Have a 36-24-36. Later.
~.n :u,M,28
811111
Apl'llll5,27 ;29
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SSIOD

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
(downstairs iu the Fine Arts Complex)
tickets-$1.50 or $l.OO(groups of ten or more)
'
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4102

There will be an
ASUNm budget election
Friday April 28
Polls will be at:

S.U.B.
La Posada
N.W. Campus

Polls will open
9:00am ..5:00pm
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The second volume will probably
Lamparski's Whatever Became
prove
of more interest to some of
Of?· Volume 2/Richard Lamthe
old-timers
who rememmber
parski!Bantam Book/40l!$2.25

Vortex Wins on Wager
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Here's an interesting prospect:
tai<;e an English graduate student
and give him a stud jock roommate;
put a boring professor and his
restless wife next door; have a joel\
bet the· English student he can take
the wife to bed within 48 hours;
have the Engii;h student bet that
the professor will attempt to kill the
jock within 48 hours for taking the
wife to bed. That's the wager Sartre' s No Exit put to comedy.
Director Bryan Burdick called
Mark Medoff's The Wager the
"crowning" play in th~ Vortex
spring comedy season, and I'll
second that.
The Wager is a jungle of con-·
fused motives and emotions,
centering around the English
student John Leeds, played by
William R. Foster with a high
energy assertiveness reminiscent to
Richard· Dreyfuss. Leeds feigns
detachment as he watches the
breakup of the marriage between
the professor, Ron Stevens, played
by Peter Shea Kidrst, and his wife,
Honor, played by Waynette
Burdick, but Leeds begins to realize
that he is living vicariously off the
emotional intensity. Ward, the
jock, played by James Edgcomb,
finds the emotional turmoil a bit
much. All he wanted was another
lady on his list, and Honor, after all
the hassle, rates a mere C- in his
book.
The Wager is one of the better
productions the Vortex has
presented in the last few months.
The script is fresh and intriguing
and all four actors capture their
characters accurately. William R.
Foster as Leeds is especially good,
capturing the ambiguous feelings of
this bizarre character: the hunger
for emotional involvement matched
by the total fear of intimacy. The
wager is his way of balancing the
dilemma.

. The set by Virginia L. Wilson is
wonderfully stark. All the objects
in Leeds' and Ward's apartment are
blacl\ and white, even down to the
fruit and sugar pops. Only the
characters have color, an even this
is 'sometimes obscured by gray
sweaters. The lighting by Nansi
Charles, Cindy Stamm and Thomas
R. Maze supports the theme of the
. setting perfectly.

when movies had songs and happy
endings, as many of the biggies
by TIM GAllAGHER
rediscovered are ftlm 'stars of the
Many years from now someone '30s and '40s. But it can also be of
is going to write the 72nd volume of use to trivia buffs who have nothing
this book and ask, "Whatever better to talk about than consciousness-raising groups or the
became of Richard Lamparski?"
My answer will be, "Frankly my best time to plant cherry tomatoes.
dear, I don't give a damn."

The Wager is the first play by
New Mexico playwright Mark'
Medoff, who also wrote When You
Coming Back, Red Ryder.

Thi~

play is an appropriate relief form
the tensions of upcoming finals.
The Wager will continue at the
Vortex on Apri128, 29 and 30; May
5, 6, and 7. Showtime is 8 p.m. and
admission is $2.50.

Whatever became of Tommy
Tucker? Rex Reason? Charlotte
Greenwood? Gil Whitney?
·Whatever became of these
people? Who cares? First you've
got to tell me where they came
from.

Ko.yo.k goes upstreo.m o.ll the wo.y.

Kayak's Dutch Tr.eat
Starlight Dancer
Kayak
JanusJXS7034
By GEORGE GESNER

'

Cheryl Dllcher: There's mo.glc In her eyes.

In four short months, 1978 has already become a goldmine for excellent albums. An album that ranks among the top is most certainly
Kayak's fourth album Starlight Dancer.
With the slow decline of Focus, Kayak is assuming the position as the
top band from Holland and undoubtedly they deserve that distinction.
From the opening cut, "I Want You To Be Mine," a likely single to the
final cut, "Irene" this album contains some of the most tasteful and
refreshing rock to be heard in years. "Irene" is a delightful instrumental
which comes across like dreamland in a musical box. The piece is so
successful because Kayak lets the listener create their own images.
Another extraordinary piece is the haunting cut, "Nothingness." The
flowing soft strings and chanting choir bring out a solemn, somewhat
hollow effect; like seeing a vision in a cathedral.
Other strong points on the album are the IOCC type vocal texture on
"Back to the Front," the Beach Boys harmony pattern on "Land On the
Water," a potpourri of fine i!)strumental solos on "Turn the Tide" and
the lamenting guitar throes of "Ballad For a Lost Friend." Kaya adds a
strong classical music sense 'with· their love for rock music. The results are
astonishing. To pick best cuts on this album wold be an injustice to the
group since every cut is strong. Kayal<; nevertheless is the real Dutch treat.

Cheryl Dilcher Sails

Cheryl Dilcher. It's not really a name you'd expect from a beautiful
and talented songstress.
Dilcher has the potential to be one of the best in the field and with a little
tight songwriting and better production she should be on her way. Besides
Dilcher's beautiful voice, the album features exciting guitar riffs by
Stephen Restaino.
Dilcher writes all the songs with the best ones being the fast paced
rockers. The instrumentation and vocals are much more suited to the faster
numbers. The slow ones seem to lack substance on Blue Sailor.
Dilcher is and will be a fine singer and Cheryl Di/cher, Magic and now
Blue Sailor will prove that.
Best cuts are "Blue Sailor," "Follow the Love," "Ellie" and "Run and
Hide."

Treasure Hunting Poor
Treasure Hunting in the U.S.A./Norman Carlisle/Popular Library/286
pp!$1.75
By TIM .GAI.LAGHER

Acclaimed as one of America's
most gifted songwriters, Loudon
Wainwright's new album combines his unique wit and original
music on a set of the finest songs
he's ever recorded.
Includes:
"Final Exam" • "Natural Disaster"
"Watch Me Rock I'm Over Thirty."
On Arista Records and Tapes.

This book purports to tell us the tale of how "literally billions of
dollars worth of lost treasures" are hidden under America.
Come on, get off it. If there was so much dough under the sand, how
come author Norman Carlisle hasn't found it yet? Why does he have to
write rip-off books like this one? And anyway, if there was a bunch of
bucks hidden under the sand, how come the federal government hasn't
gotten to it yet? I mean the federal deficit these days is incredible. If all it
took to dig up a couple of billion was some shovels, why doesn't Carter
hire a bunch of underprivileged kids, give them picks and shovels and say
"Y'all dig?"
We get maps and plenty of intriguing stories of Humphrey Bogart-John
Huston types getting greedy once they find the nuggets. But we never get
the actual how-to. Missing are sections on panning, camping and your
basic burro-buying.
.
One good point about the book is that my father-in-law will get a bang
out of it. It includes a section on the Adams Diggings somewhere out by
Grants. He claims to own the property on which this treasure is located. A
couple of years ago, we were going to go out and find this treasure, but
then he hurt his knee, and .... oh well, that's another story.

Lampitrski, as in his first volume,
gives us a few revealing pictures
and nice historical background. But
the main flaw of this book, the
seventh in a series, is in the
characters. Lam pars ki's first
volume traced the history of such
stars as Jerry Mathers and Tony
Dow (Beaver and Wally), General
Curtis LeMay (Sheena, Queen of
the Jungle), Lee Aker(Rin Tm Tin's
master) and "Mr. Outside" Glenn
Davis.
Now they were
interested in. But
cares about Ruth
Reynolds
and
O'Donoghue?

people I was
honestly, who
Terry, Joyce
Joseph
J.

The book also is valuable
because it gives Lamparski
something to do. I mean, Freud
said that in order to be happy we
have to work and love. So at least
these books give Lamparski
something to do and they're fun
when you're bored with the Carson
show. You can tum over and say,
"Hey, do you want to !mow
whatever became of... "

Plastic Letters
Blondie
Chrysalis CHR1166

By GEORGE GESNER
Trying to take advantage of the punk movement, Blondie is a failure
as punk rockers. The group led by blonde femme fatale Deborah Harry
and supported by Christ Stein, Clement Burke and James Destri have a
problem that strikes out like a sore thumb. Their musicianship exposes
them as traitors to the punk cause. Their musicianship is just too good.
For example look at Destri. He has a grand piano, Farfisa organ,
polymog synthesizer and Roland synthesizer. And then there's Chris Stein
with his lead and bass guitar as well as an E-bow guitar and bibes. Now
something's wrong here. How does the public and media let them get away
with the simplistic punk image with equipment like that? And it's not just
having the equipment, it is playing it well. Destri's technique on keyboards
is similar to Kansas, if comparisons are needed.
Blondie's songs range from espianage thrillers like "Contact in Red
Square' •, supernatural events like Bermuda Triangle Blues,'' to a 60's type
love song which is skyrocketing to the top of the English charts called
"Denis.''
The punk hype may have gotten Blondie into the limelight but it's their
talent that will keep them there.
Best cuts are "Denis," "Bermuda Triangle Blues(Fiight 45)," "Youth
Nabbed As Sniper" and "No Imagination".
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Th• Storage Place
5' by 5' by 9' locker - $1 0.00/mo.
5 by 10' by 9' locker- $15.50/mo.
1

Ten Minutes
From UNM
N.
4200 Boqan N.E.1

'I

!
'

881-4141
Student Discount Available

Give credit to Lamparski for one
delightful piece of work. He
followed up the. careers of the
characters in the inane, insane TV
series of the '60s, "The Munsters."
Also of interest is the life of Joe
Besser, one of "The Three
Stooges," in the late stages of his
career. Besser now lives in North
·Hollywood, Calif., caring for an ill
wife.

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enrole in Bible

Rough Diamond
Madleen Kane
Warner Bros. BSK 3188
By JANE QUESNEL
Madleen Kane is well on the
road to becoming the next reigning
queen of disco. Her voice is sensual
but unsophisticated, passionate but
still the girl next door. This
Swedish-born beauty has already
captured the hearts of France and
the U.S. may not be far behind.
The five tracks on her first
album, Rough Diamond, are the
best of dance music. The cuts range
from a slow, sensual beat to a
pounding, driving pace, each cut
with an excitement of its own. Thor
Baldurson's arrangements are
perfect, using a large orchestra and
chorus to back this talented
songstress.
"C'est Si Bon" and "Fever'' are
the only oldies on the disc, the rest
of the music is, by producers
Michaele and .Lana & Paul
Sebastien.
Recommended cuts include
"Rough Diamond," "Fever" and
"C'est Si Bon."

6
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Need Extra Storage Space?

Diamond
Disco

Blondle Lettet Perfect

d
~
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Students* *Teachers

Of interest to readers of the first
volume will be follow-up reports on
some of the celebrities noted in his
first volume. '

Blondle commits treo.sQn on punkdom.
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Lamparski's style is always the
same - straightforward. He tells
you concisely and informatively,
what the stars once were and what
they are now.

By GEORGE GESNER

ARISTA
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Blue Sailor
Cheryl Dilcher
Butterfly FLY 003

lA
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Summer Course
May 30 - June 20
Registration May 30
Bible 3364 Book Of Hebrews T T 6:30-9:30

Fall Courses
Greek 1411 New Testament Creek MWF 9-10:30
Bible 4367 Early Church History Tues. 6:30-9:30
Bible 4360 Book Of Homans MW 10:30-12:00
Bible 1313 Live Of Christ T T 11-12:30
Fees- $10"" Per Course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first
meeting

class

Alternate scheduling available

Eight Reasons for Enrolling
l.
2.
3.

4
5.
6.
7.

B.

io ent1rh m} undc•r\t:,tndln~ ol' ( .. nd'<: ~urd
Tostrcn~thtn ttl\- fa1!h a.'~ Chmlulfl
To und{'rsl:wd m.,. rult' as a sctnillt nl (;oo

To undt·r~tand th(• •, alut• nf rh\ 'ioul
'ro obfam thl' prt·pt•r' philosoPh>- of life.
To halant'e m)' acadcmit· df."vdt)pml'nl.
To we my docCiVes where Ua:y count most.
To set~ g:xMi exarnplc- f!lrother!i tQ follow.

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

-----~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

----
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Basement apt, separat~ entrance, close to University,
C11r necessary, personal and work ref~rences
required. Call Landau's after 8 pm, 255·2635. 04/28
WANTED--CLEAN, QUIET person to share house:
partially furnished; front and baclo: ynrd; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Call255-5735.
04/28
2·BDRM HOUSE, l(ool, fireplace, sp!J., Share with
single lady. $100 utilities paid, Come over afternoons
and evenings, 2718 San Diego SE.
04/25

Classified&

•

Di$aster Hits Golfers
By ~OROTHY FElNBERG

Disaster struck th~ UNM golf team Friday, and despite the Lobos'
comeback attempt Saturday, they were jolted wl;ten Weber State qualified
for national competition ahead of them at the Cougar Classic ..
Lobo golf coach Dwaine Knight,said, "That second round Friday (in
which UNM blew to a 309 total) just ripped us. Weber State got us by five
strokes at the end .. We were moving up, but we didn't move up enough."
. D_ave Desantis of host BYU came away wiih the top individual honors.
Desantis led the Cougars· to the team title with his 210 total.

"PEUGEOT

.........
~~·-··········

.-::J..J..JI\OP",.,-3222 Central SE 268·3949

We Now Carry Peugeot Bi'cycles
Complete Sales-Service-Accessories
B
les-Mo
s-V
Scooters
INSTA-TRANS co.n so.ve you money. All we o.sk Is tho.t you compo.re
our prices with o.ny other plo.ce In to·;m.

TRANS. TUN-E UP Ind. fld. chQnge b"nds/lin""9• odJ. roQdchec"
$9.95
mODULATOR 'CHANGE
¥,7.95
SEAL JOB
$49.50
comPLETE REBUILT Tii.ANS. ony eQr with 6 mon. oi 12,000 mile go or, $1f.l9.50
(505) 242·15.92
2502 21)d St. N •.W.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87102
Owners

Joe& Felix
Sanchez

COnceptions-southwest
UNM's new publication of
c"eative concepts

will go on sale
Wed.• , April26
$2.00
in Marron Hall, Rm 105
or on the mall
in front of the SUB

UNMPasses·
Batons Fot 3rd

1.

SHE WON'T ACCEPT your calls or open your
letters--but she'll hear from you if you say it here.

04128
ONLY 3 MORE issues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! DeaQiine is noo11 for the
next day's paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room lOS to
place your ad.
04128

,There was plenty of baton' passing last week down in E Paso and four
UNM women tracksters were there in the middle. Qfit all.
Peggy Mallory, Chris Wooton, Susie Vigil and Cindy Ashby competed in
the 440-relay as well as in the mile-medley relay, and finished third in both
events.
Track coach Tony Sandoval said, "Cindy ran well. But Ithought Susan
would have run better. She caught the flu the last part"ofMarch and hasn't
J
.
'·
been the same•eversince."
Vigil ran the half:mile part of the medley in 2:14. During the indoor
season she had run it in 2: II.
"She s-hould be under that (2:11). We'll give her the weekend off. It isn't
doing us any good working her to death," he said.
"Flash" Ashby worked her way to a 58.1 clocking in the 440 segment of
the relay .
Sandoval said, "Cindy is about where she should be."
The freshmen, Mallory and Wooton, have' been pleasant additions to
Sandoval's program.
"Peggy's pretty talented," he said of the woman who joined the (rack
team in February as a hurdler.
"It's difficult to get in shape when you come out so late. She hasn't
really shown herself yet," he said. ·
· ·
Wooton is described by Sandoval as "pretty dedicated. She's learned
quite a bit. I wish we -had some more like her."
Wooton, who is a walk-on, has been running the sprints forUNM, but
may try the longer distances.
Sandoval said, "We've talked of the possibilities of her moving to the
longer distances."
The Lobo women are preparing for their own invitational this weekend
as well as the regional meet in May.

Tennis Team
Peaking at
Right Time
The tennis team is beginning to
. peak and the timing is just about
i right.
· The Lobos suffered a 5-4 loss to a
; strong Arizona team, but it could
! have easily gone the other way as
· seven of the nine matcl;tes went to
· three sets.
The Lobos will be competing m
the WAC championships May 5-6
and will need to have some wins
coming their way.
UNM Coach TIITI Russell said, "I
expected us to win some matches
that we didn't win. I thought we
had a good chance to beat them."
The Lobo's top player, Tim
Garcia, was able to beat his man,
Warren Eber, who was Arizona's
top man, 1-6, 6-3, 6-3.
The Lobo's were more dismal
against New Mexico State, losing
6-3.
"I know we're capable of beating
some teams. We just haven't done
it," Russell said.
Russell said the Arizona series
"gave us an uplift."

CONTACTS??? POLISHING &

· Casey Optical Co.
(ltnl rhwrt11 r a.u.Y

lh·xalllJrt.IJ!,

Lomas at Washington

255!6329

RuCty Hatpet
120 Vassar Dr. S.E.
Albuquerque,

N.m. 87106

( 5 0S) 255 _1613

6 Southwest.ern Ufe
Iiiii ThMlll"'ts--p!'!l.IS\1 MtOice. tp 75 ~eDIIA.

tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT co•ntraception, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294-017 I.
04128
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets

now ayailable, SUB Box Office. $2.50.

tfp

NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)-- Bongs (20 per cem off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent off}~cigarette lighters (20 per cent off).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All a1 Pipe &
Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE, M-F 8-6.
04/28

SUMMER FILM PROOUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-academic introduction to the Ar~ of Fllmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Doh~rman,
266...0863, afternoons/evenings. Begins early June •

04/28
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, printing,
Fine-grain or push-processing of film. Contact sheets
or custom proof~. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
prices. Advice if a~ked. A-Photographer, 265-2444,

1717 Gir.,-d Blvd. NE.

04/28

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. lowest
prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
04/28
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
campaign work wilh 14 People for Pete Domen[ci,"

Call268-2476,

04/28

REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106 Girard SE, Room 117, 265-5170.
04/28
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome, Ncar UNM. 266-9291.
04/26

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT. Last Phi Alpha Thela

Photo by Mlko McGuckin

meetlnS, 3:30 pm Fdday, May 5, 1978; History
Department, Mesa Vista 1104.
04/28

Susie Vigil

fiND OUT WHAT The Golden Fleece is TONIGHT.
See "More Acts of Passion" in UNM's Experimental
Theatre 8:00pm. Tickets only $1.50 at the Fine Arts
Box Office.
04/21

Baseball Rivalry
Will Continue Today

BARKOFr WHERE ARE You1 Barkoff-·Holl
Industries needs you. Cyrus.

04/25

CONGRATULATIONS SKIP WIEST, winner of the
''Phil Smolha look·alikc contest'' ... Love, ''Dolly.''

04/2l

The New Mexico Lobo baseball
team will face arch-rival New
Mexico State today in a double.header beginning at Lobo Field.
The Lobos, with a 2-7 record,
have fallen into a third-place battle
with Texas-E Paso in the WAC

race.
The lack of consistent pitching
hurt the Lobos during their series
with the two Arizona schools, but
senior Bruce Barber and freshman
Moe Camilli helped change that
tune with some strong pitching
performances against UTEP.

GOING HOME FOR the summer71sthcrea General
Cinema lheatcr in your town? Why not pick up some
discount movie tickets? They're good at any G. C.
theater in the U.S. for up to I yr. S2.SO at the SUB
Box Office.
Lfn
AGORA IS SPONSORING a talk by Psychiatrist
Dan Dansak, Physician for the mind, man for the
soul, on death and dying April 26, 1978, 7:30 pm,
Biology 100.
04/25
LOOK NOWHERE ELSE for personal service. Free
JD engraving. Free safety inspection, Low prices,
too! Water bottle with mount: only 51.75. Nylon
backpacks: $1.00 off. Expert repairs. Richmond
Bicycle Supply, 266·1611, Kevin.
04/26

HUBBARD TESTING CENTER offer< Free Personality and I.Q. Testing and Evaluations. Church of
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265-9~44.
04/28
THE t:'EOPLE NEED a lawyer too. Volunteers
needed for Jeff Bingaman Campaign, Democrat for
ALJorney General. Ca11843-7712 or 843-7713. 04/28
GOLDEN INN MEMORIAL Day Arts and Crafts
Fair/Flea Market. Want a booth? Contact C & S
Promotions, 265-3665.
04128

2.

2-BDRM

HOUSE to sublet May 15-Aug.

tfn
EFFICIENCY. 1908 SILVER SE. Available Ma.y I.
Call265-2860.
04/27
MINUTES TO UNM, large 2-bdrm, shaded yard,
kids, pets, $135. Call262-l751, Valley Rentals, $30

fee.

04/28

BIKE TO UNM, impressive 1-bdrm, private yard,
$60. Hurry! Call 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,

04/28
I-BLOCK TO CLASS, clean 1-bdrm, $80, half
utilities paid. Cal1262-l75J, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,

LOST & FOUND

04128

VISITING FACULTY SEEKING fully-Furnished
home or apartment to rent June4-July 31. References
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
available. Write; Glicken, 2631 Bardith Ct.,
277~5907.
ss
LOST: Tl SR-40 Calculator. Reward. Call Eric, 268· ~ Lawrence, Kansas, 66044 or cal\913-841-2960~ 04/28

0295,

04/2l

LOST; GOLD PINKY ring with fake jewels. Great
seniimental value. Reward, 898-9431 or 277-4883.

04/28
LOST IN VICINITY of UNM, one male miniature
white poodle, answers to Bimbo, and one brown and
silver Yorkshire Terrier, nnswers to Alfie. Reward
offered. Please call 277-2151 or 881-9246, 438 Ash

NE, 87106,

3.

04125

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.

Call PENM 842-l200,

tfn

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
schohlStic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3·minute Pussporl Photos. No appointment,

268-8Sll.
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787.

tfn
tfn

ROTOTILLJNG BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
04/28
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
SUMMER STORAGE fOR your goods. Bring this
ad for special $9.38 per month 5 X 7 unit. 242-1100,
U·Stor~lt Corp.
04/25
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.

26l·ll64.

04/2l

GET

YOUR TYPEWRITER
Disc;ount Prices. 881-4213.

repaired

now at
04/28

TYPING, TRANSCRIBJNG--296-3138 aflerl:OO.
04/28
TYPING 243-5117.
04/28
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selcelric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates, 298-7147.

04126
EXPERT IBM SELECfRIC Typing. Aller 6 pm,
883-7%0,
04/28
RACKET STRINGING. $6. Guaranteed. Call Rick,

242·9366.

4.

04128

HOUSING

ROOMMATE WANTED MAY-AUGUST. Female,
non-smoker, $80 plus utilities, 266-9011.

5.

FORSALE

WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR Family sleep better
if your home .or apartment was protected from fire?
Brand new Vulcan smoke and heat detectors plus
burglar alarm. Self-charging battery. Life-time
guarantee. Valued at$360, asking $]90 or gcod offer.
MUST SELL. Call 883-8644 eves from 7-9 pm and
weekends.
tfu
OUTSTANDING PIUCES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassctlcs! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6,

Fircny. 2l6-I49l.
04128
DEPENDABLE. MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale. $30. Call883-8644 eves from 7-9 and weekends.
tfn
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET-~Rommcl's Afrika
Korps. Mint condition. Must sell, Asking $150. 243~

2368.

Ruggers Miss Finals

26l-l170.

Pursuant to mY authority under Section 72-31-85
NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975), I hereby extend the
following deadlines found in the Property 'I'ax Code
with respect io the 1978 UJ.X year only:
I, The deadline for the Property Tax Division of the
Taxation and Revenue Department to mail noli.:::es of
valuation for the 1978 taK year to property owners
whose r>roperly is valued by the Properly Tax
Division. the deadline being found in subsection B of
Section 72-.31·20 NMSA 1953 (Supp. I!J1JJ •s hereby
extended from May I. 1978 to July 7, 1978. This
extcmlonls made to permit the Property Tax Division
to complete auditing of 1978 taxpayer reports made
to the Division.
2. The q,_cadlinc found in subsection C of Section 72-

UNM ruggers won four of ten games Saturday and would have reached
the finals of the Sevens Tournament in Las Cruces except for one "lousy"
game, coach Harvey Alexander said.
The Lobo A-side finished fifth with a 3-1-1 record and the B-side
finished the 20-team tournament with one win and four losses. UTEP was
first and the Albuquerque Ardvark A-side was second in the competition
which matched seven-man teams against each other for 14 minutes halves.
The A-side tied NMSU 6-6 in their first game, a tie which cost them a
place in the finals.
"The big problem was that first game. Playing a low-ranked team, that
game should never have been tied. I guess we weren't up mentaily for it,"
said Alexander. "The way we played the other four games, if we hadn't
taken that tie we would have made the finals.''
After the first gme, the A-side defeated one of the Aardvark lower sides
38-0, lost to the Ardvark A-side 16-6, beat Santa Fe'S A-side 12-10 and
ended the day with a 16-4 victory over Sui Ross.
The Lobo B-side, playing with the bare minimum of seven players,
played two for the top teams in their first three outings and were physically
exhausted for their last two games.
"The B-side played three very good, really gutty games," said
Alexander. "But they ran out of gas. We only had seven players and one
got hurt. The players were so tired they got wiped out in the last two
games."
Las Cruces, who finished third, and tourney champs UTEP defeated the
Wol fpack 10-0 and 14A in their first two contests.
The Lobos beat Tuscan 4-0 for their lone win before losing to
Albuquerque 18-0 and the Santa FeB-side 4-0.

31·27 NMSA 19l3 (Supp.l975) forCounlyValuation
Protests Boards to decide protests, is hereby extended
tram" ... one-hundred and twenty days of the date the
protest is filed ... " to three-hundred days after the
date the protest is filed. The effect of this General
Order is ihat all protests to 1978 not lees of valuation

COPIES
'
Overnight
3V2cea
4< same day
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
'
''•.,

I

OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing; Free
information--Write: BHP Co,, Box 4490, Dept. NB,
_Berkety, Ca. 94704,
04/28

7.

NEED MONEY? WE. need you, 15 hrs. per week.

NE, 247 ·2lll.

3.l0/hr, Caii294-20M.

CHARTERS ARE SMARTE.Rl lntercontlnentn\
Travel Centre, 107 Girard 131vd. SE. 25 .f-6830, 2659860. Open 9 am~ 9 pm.
04/28

tl
~
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel '<
passes for sale. Canterbury Chapel, 425 University

04/25

RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager UStor-ll Corp. Weekends plus. Record keeping
required. For appointment call266-8580.
04/25
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas attendants,
cooks and counter personnel. Work 4 days and have4
days off. $2.65/hr. plus commission, Apply MondayFriday 10·4 or Saturday 8·11 at 136 Louisiana NE.

04128

RIDES AND RIDERS availtlble. Share gas and
driving, ITC, 265-9860.
04/28

EURAILPASSES, BRITRAILPASSES, AND
European summer event schedules available. NOW at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 265-9860,255-6830.
04(28

04/28
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Mu.~t be able to work
Fr!day and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.

8841.

0

TRAVEL

MISCELLANEOUS

8.

SINGER FUTURA Top-of~the·line. Slightly used but
still under warranty, Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy slitches. Regularly
$800, now $150 cash. 296-5115.
04125
WANTED TO BUY used but not old 3 to 4 cu, ft.
under the counter type refrigerator. 345-4236. 04126

04/27

GRADUATING? HAVE. A 3,0 in 12 hours of
History? Invest in your career. Join Phi Alpha Theta
(History Honorary Society). Phi Alpha Thett~. Office,
Mesa Vista Hall2076.
04/28

WANTED CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for ,
growing business in the field of outdoor recre<lt!on.
Short hours; good pay. 753-4768. ..
04126

Covered

'IN"a,gon ..
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

04/28

04/28
04127

1966 VW FOR SALE. Good engine. New tires. $500.
881~1832 afternoons, 268·2756 evenings.
04126
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
10-speed tune-up $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,

268-3949.

04/28

Tl 58 CALCULATOR. Like new. $90.00. Call John
at 277-5988 after 9 pm.
tfn
1958 FORD 24 I,ASSENGER bus, partially con·
vertcd to camper. Built-in cabinets, stove, 2 propane
tanks, john, stainless steel sinks. New clutch, valve
lOb, battery. 881.-4769 after 5.
04/28

"lilt I OAN ARRANCI R"

3 Blocks West Of Okie's

1972 PINTO. GOOD condition, FM stereo, $800.

Co112ll-2921.

limit). Private and double rooms. Maid service . .303

1972 TOYOTA CARINA. New interior, extra clean,
AIC, excellent MPG. $1295.293-4389 after 6:00.

04/25

04128

ROOMY I DEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities

04/28

paid. 116 Harvard SE. Caii898-J254.
04/28
ROOMMATE WANTED MAY through August.
$75.00 monthly, Ca11266·9222.
04/25

1973 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. One-family car,
good condition, radio. Call843-7370 after 5 pm.

FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and c):perienced
child-care help for S and to year old after 3:00 pm
and some evenings in exchange for room and board.

SOFA-MODERN GREEN, very good condition,
$115. Maple desk, 7 drawers, $100. Phone 821-3222.

04/28

04/28

GENERAL ORDER NO. 34
EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
TAX YEAR 1978

EMPLOYMENT

04/26 ~
Employment. :2

SUMMER

SUZUKI GT 350, 1969. 9000 miles. Windshield,
bags. Excellent condition, $400. After 5 pm 344·2762.

LISA MARlE 'fELL. Mickey the Wild Bunch .is
coming from Anaheim. KIT.
04125

LEGAL

6.

Counselors Day Cnmp, 265-697t. Debi or Dill. 04128 ~
ICE CREAM PARLOR, full and/or part-time, ('tl
$2.65/hr. beginning around May 15, 262-0415. 04/28 ~·

YMCA

MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle parts and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,

HELP PETE RETIRE. Work for Toney Anaya, 821~

0.

2298.
HEIOHTS

Summer Day Camp. Men/Women. Must likr
working with children and being in outdoors. 247-

AGORA WISHES YOU good luck on finals. If
thing'!i do not look good in the mornings, C'all us or
comein.277-JOJ3.
04/28
FREE KITiENS: 7 weeks old, friendly, l1calthy, big
ears. I calico, 2 black. 265-4734, Joe.
04/28

SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during Happy Hour at
Ned's. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's.
04/25

CHAINLESS KAWASAKI 175 F-7 dirt, 1974. orrer,
881-2873, John.
0412l

liNM. $100 r<nl ph" •;, utili lies. 841.-lil56 after 6:00
pm.
04128

04/28

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN1 Excellent food (no
Ash NE,243-288I.

SUMMER POSITIONS, 30-40 hours/week. ctl
Counselors, offlce, snack bar. Prefer work study, ~
others accepted. Mountainside YMCA. Call Art, 292- ..

METALI~IC

04128
COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR Co-ed YWCA

•

$3,l0/pcr hour. YWCA. Call C'athy, 247-8841. 04128 ~

BLUE. Excellent mechanical
condition. Good price. 294-4576.
04/28

VW, 1973,

WANTED FEMALE TO share 2-bdrm house, Near

5980,

04/26

The UNM Rugby Club failed to make the finals.

tfn

SUBLET FOR SUMMER. $120 plus utilities, furnished t bedroom Rllartment and garage. Bernie, 243·

P.P., HI FRIEND. There is a place in the middle
where I knoYl we both can be. D.S.
04125
SEE THE WORt< of UNM artists. ConceptionsSouthwest all'ai!ablc Wednesday on the mall. $2.00.

1634.

15.

$22l/mo. 266-8833,

FINAL CLEARANCE AT Inc UNM Book>loreSalc··this: week,
04128

ByRAYGLASS

Does a college student really need
life insurance?
No. Not unless your life is important
to someone. Or will be soon. Like if
you're planning on a marriage, a family
and a career.
But not just a policy. You need a
sound program, designed to fit your
pocketbook now and your needs 30
years from now. That's financial planning. Let's talk about th«;! right program
for you. Person to person.

SOLUTIONS,

Casey Optical Company. 255-8736

, SUNG LASS HD'OTS

Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, MiJ;Tors, or Polarized.

PERSONALS

which are filed with county assessors pursuant to tlle
provisiolls of Section 72~31-24 NMSA 1953 (Supp,
1975) are required to be decided by the County
Valuation Protests Board for each of the counties
within three-hundred (300) days after the date the
particular protest if filed.
DONE THIS 5th day of April, 1978, in Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Cecil J. Pickett, Director, Property Tax Division,
Taxation and Revenue Dept., State of Ne'w Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503.
tfn

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED TO teach Disco Dance, ~

WATER BED FRAME for double bed. Wood,
flared, $20. Also coffee table and chair for sale, Call
843-7370 after 4 pm,
04/28

PANCHOIViLLA
TEQU~LA

Only 3 more
days to place
classified ads .
Come to
Marron Hall
room 105.

04/28

TDDAY~.S
ACROSS
1 Equal: Prefix
5 Stage
10 Length unit
14 Neat as--·15 Of a certain
cereal
16 Small pond
17 Free from
variation
19 Look
2D Drug user
21 Rose high
23 Acts
26 Fashionable
dress style
27 Having two
planes
30 Chicken part
34 Son of Hera
35 Know the
37 Pnce
38 --- de mer:
Seasickness
39 State of
decline: 2
words
41 ---Pan Alley
42 WW-11 zone
43 Artificial
gems
44 Be a tenant
45 Altercations
47 Elaborate
whatnots
50 Cyprinoid

CIDSSWOBD PUZZLE
I ish

51 Papas
52 Credit man's
worry:2
words
56 Egg dish
60 Ardent
61 Hard steel. 2
words
64 Travel in a
vehicle
65 Swiss-Italian
mountain
66 System of
pipes
67 Unmatched
68 Religious
periods
69 Look over
hastily
DOWN
1 So. Amer.
rodent
2 Like two
peas in - --3 Fruit skin
4 Entrails
5 Advertisement
6 Fedora
7 Consumed
food
8 Dispatched
by mail
9 Buned
10 Obslruct the
way of
11 At no time:

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
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Poetic
12 Can. Indian
13 Animal
group
18 Cooled
22 More severe
24 Excellent
lhings:
Informal
25 Placed 1n
sequence
27 Women
28 Enraged
29 Spartan serf
31 Later in time
32 French river
33 Canvas
structures
36 Michelangelo work
39 Lyric com-
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position
40 Expos' or
Cubs' game
44 Vends agam
46 ·----- winks
48 Idolizes
49 Large umbrella
52 Pressure:
Comb. form
53 English river
54 Food flavoring
55 Trap aloft
57 Secular
58 lt. volcano
59 Suffix for 10
62 Single: Pre-

fix
63 Ottawa's
prov.
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·- r..r.~liG'.r!J:fil!iJ ASUNM Election~ Commission, attempting to address
alleged campaign violations
surrounding the election of April
12, was forced to postpone
proceedings when the commission·
itself was accused of violating the
:I· • .
constitutinal rights of those ac.
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for grads
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By MIKE HOEFT
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Sun-Travelers will be at the UNM SUB
Tuesday April 25 and Wednesday
April 26 from 9 AM to 3 PM with free
bus information for the ~RID.
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On Monday, May 1, Sun-Tran is going in
new directions with the GRID. Now th~re
will be better bus service throughout the c1ty
with more frequent schedules and better
connections.
WHAT IS THE GRID?
Sun-Tran's GRID is a whole new way of
going by bus.
Looking at the map, you can see that our
new routes make a grid pa~ern alon~ the
city's major streets. Straight, d~rect routmg ...
no more confusing "staircase~~ patterns to
trip you up.
,
The solid lines on our maps are Sun-Tr~n s
major routes. . These are "L" shaped lines
going in both north-south an? east-west
directions to give you direct service throughout the city.
The dotted lines on the map are our crosstown routes. They run either north-south or
east-west. These shorter lines can get you
down a street to shop or to work. They can
also get you tci a major route for your longer
trips.
WHAT DOES T)-IE GRID MEAN?
The Grid means an easier to understand_ bus
system for Albuquerque ... We have str~lgh~
ened out our routas and we have redeSigne
our maps and schedules.
And we've even changed the signs on the
buses. Now the signs will be named after the

major streets traveled on each route, like
4

II

'Louisiana Central."

The GRID means more frequent and later
service... Sun-Tran buses will operate on every
route every thirty minutes Mondays through
Fridays. We've also improved Saturday's
service.
.
The GRID means more transit cho1ces...
Many areas of the city will be served by more
than one bus line. With the GRID, you may
have several routes to choose from ... all
within walking distance.
TAKE US, WE'RE YOURS
Take us to work ... we go downtown,
uptown and t.o many places in betw?en ...
including Sandia Laboratories and K~rtland
Air Force Base.
Take us to school ... we run to or near ~o
universities, a vocational school, eleven h1gh
schools and many elementary schools.
Take us shopping ... many of our rou~es
provide direct service to major shoppmg
centers in town.
NEW SERVICE, SAME SMILES

SPECIAL. SERVICE, SPECIAL PEOPLE
In the next few weeks, Sun-Travelers will
be on the buses and ~t major bus stops. to
help you find your way on the GRID. They
WI'II have the new maps and
, schedules and can
answer your special quest1ons.
If you're downtown during the we7k. stop
at our booth located in the lobby of C1ty Ha!l•
5th and Marquette N.W. A Sun-Traveler Will

be there Monday through Friday fro~ 9 AM
to 3 PM to help you with your transit '!uestions. The booth will be open for busmess
from now to May 10.
_.
Or just fill out the coupon and send It m
to our office.
.
Sun-Tran is going a lot of places w1th ~he
GRID and we would like you to take a nde
. on us ... Because the GRID is a whole new
way of going:
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1 want to ride the Grid. Please send me bus
information and schedules.
1want to vave1
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Even though we're changing our routes, we
will still bring you the same fine cou~eous
service as before. And our fares are st1ll the
same low price ... 35 cents for adults and 15
cents lor elementary and secondary school
students. Transfers are free, (Please have
e·xact change before boarding the bus as our
drivers do not carry change.)

I

Most students attend classes
these days dressed casually in
shorts, T -shirts and Adidas.
But to be graduated in the
University ceremonies in 1978, the
traditional cap, gown and
"Motorboard" of medieval origin
is still the proper attire.
All graduates participating in the
commencement exercises Sunday,
May 14, must wear academic
costume, said Anne Brown,
secretary of the University.
Brown said degree candidates
received instructions this week for
their part in the ceremonies.
Academic dress dates back to
medieval times when the · first
European
universities
were
founded. Variations in the
academic dress distinguish different
degrees and colleges, she said.
Candidates for bachelor's and
master's degrees wear black gowns;
the pattern and trimming differ for
each degree. The bachelor's gown
has long pointed sleeves, the
master's gown has long sleeves with
a slit for the arm at elbow or wrists.
The doctor's gown may be a
color other than black, with round,
open sleeves. Trimming includes a
velvet facing down the front and
three bars of velvet on the sleeves.
The academic hood is an ornamental fold around the neck and
hangs down the back. The color of
the facing indicates the degree. The
hood's lining is the official color or
colors of the university which
awarded
the
degree .
Holders of all degrees wear caps,
known as motorboards, to which a
long tassel is fastened and which
hangs over the left side of the cap.·
· Doctors may wear tassels o( gold
thread.
The instructions say all degree
candidates must wear caps and
gowns. Bachelor candidates do not
wear hoods, master's candidates
wear hoods, and M.F.A. and Ph.D
degree candidates carry their hoods
over their arms.
The ceremonies, held in Johnson
Gymnasium start with a procession
of candidates. The procession is
formed in the auxiliary gym east of
the main arena where candidates
are seated.
After the invocation, candidates
proceed a row at a time to the
platform to be greeted individually
by the college dean and the
president.
After President Davis confers the
degrees on the groups, a
benediction is given.
The commencement instructions
say that costumes, ordered from the
UNM Bookstore, must be returned
to the store on Sunday night
following the ceremonies. There
will be a penalty of 50 cents a day
for late returns.
Diplomas will be mailed within
six to eight weeks after commencement, Brown said.

deferred
cused.
. Vice-president-elect Leonard
Garcia, charged with two campaign
violations, brought to the attention
of the commission that it did not
have "notarized statements" of
specific election wrongdoings, as
required by ASUNM law.
The commission, realizing its
error, scheduled a hearing for
Wednesday, April26, at which time
it will present notarized statements
of specific campaign violations,
and pursue those charges. "We're
not going to proceed today and
have the charges thrown out
because of technicalities," said
Attorney General Wade Moody.
"The elections commission has
violated my constitutional rights,"
Garcia said. "I don't know what
they're trying to charge me with. I
can't pl'epare a defense if I don't
know what I'm accused of."
'Though it did not present
notarized statements of specific
campaign violations, the commission did make the following
charges: Leonard Garcia-posting
ads after 5 p.m., April I~ (the
deadline for removing campaign
literature) and over-expenditure
(the limit for campaign spending is
$50); the Coalition Party-posting
ads after deadline, campaigning in
the dorms, over-expenditure and
failure to turn in a campaign
financial expenditure statement on
time; Ann Dunphy and Ricardo
Zuni-failure to note in campaign
ads who paid for them and posting
campaign literature on dorm walls
(three separate violations); Dan
Gibson-failure to turn in a campaign financial statement on time
and posting ads in the SUB; the
Student Alliance Party-posting ads
on a garbage can; Robert Roybalposting ads in the SUB; the Senate
Gallery-charges with defamatory
campaign literature (specifically the
"Curious Coalition" ad which ran
in the April II LOBO); Marc
Gordon-failure to turn in financial
statement on time; and R.J. Lainofailure to turn in a financial
statement on time.
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Party' politics
$17,000 buys fun

By D.M. FLYNN
and TIM GALLAGHER

In addition to paying each
speaker a fee for his lecture, in
many cases the commitee also
Groups funded from ASUNM picked up the tab for the speaker's
activity fees la~t year spent student travel, lodging and food bills.
money wining, dining, traveling When the lecturers were taken to
and
otherwise
entertaining dinner, the committee chairman,
themselves to the tune of almost committee members and interested
friends of committee members were
$17,000, ASUNM records show.
A check of the records revealed invited to attend, chairman Damon
that the groups had s'pent a healthy Tobias said.
sum in a spectrum of activities
In the case of psychic Russ
ranging from $160 for alcohol at a Burgess, nine persons were taken to
party for legislators, a $230.23 dinner at the Big Valley Ranch
Monte Carlo party for dorm Company, running up a tab of
students and dinner for nine at a $87.40 including a bar bill of$13.50
local restaurant at which an $87 tab
"(ASUNM Vice President
was run up.
Each semester, full-time un- Dave) Garcia also spent $20 for
dergraduates pay $260 in tuition three cases of beer during a
and fees, of which $12 is given to spring senate workshop. Garcia
ASUNM to parcel out among said the beer was necessary
groups asking for money. In the because 'It was tough getting
1977 spring general election, people to come·. "
students approved a· budget
dispersing $244,570.73 of student and orders of prime rib, teriyaki
fees among 19 groups,
and New York steaks.
In
each
case,
however,
"The dinners ru;e very nice for
spokesmen for the groups committee members," said Tobias.
vehemently defended the spending.
"Except for the chairman,
A case in point is the ASUNM everyone on the committee works
Speakers Committee. Given an on a volunteer basis. I think the
appropriation of $15,006 for 1977- dinners are a small token of
78, the committee brought almost a gratitude. They get to sit down with
dozen acts to UNM this year, in- the speaker and I think that's a
cluding such well-known lecturers small renumeration for the amount
as Leonard Nimoy and N. Scott of work they do."
Momaday.
ASUNM-funded organizations

are given a great deal more leeway
in what they can purchase than is
allowed University departments
and administrators. Administrators
and departments using state money
must comply with regulations
approved by the regents which
prohibits them from spending
UNM money on items such as
alcohol unless they have permission
from the UNM president.
In a letter dated Dec. 5, 1975,
UNM President William E. Davis
said he would allow ''for expenditures from student government accounts for items restricted
by the regulations."
But New Mexico Student Union
business office director Mike
Roeder said the groups do not have
a free rein over what they can buy
with student money.
''For instance," said Roeder,
"we won't allow expenditures ,to
pay for parking tickets or parking
permits or auto repairs." He listed
such other taboos as personal
expenses, political contributions,
advances, loans, Jab breakage fees
and purchases that could not be
backed up with invoices. "We've
had people try to buy just about
everything with the money, but it
stops right here in this office."
Other groups which have spent
part of the $16,785.19 on travel
expenses and other entertainment
are listed below.
cont. on pago 6

City cancels 24,765 p~rking fines
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Some UNM students will get a bonus graduation gift this year. The City of Albuquerque has voided
more than 26,000 parking tickets.

